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Abstract 
In order to problematise and comprehend the plurality of options available to young students at-
tending gymnasium, this study examines which motivational factors are most influential when 
three third year students at Roskilde Gymnasium are faced with questions concerning their 
thoughts on applying to university succeeding their gymnasium graduations. The project has taken 
into consideration the postmodern world that surrounds the three interviewees and has accord-
ingly attempted to utilise relevant theoretical frameworks in forms of Zygmunt Bauman, Thomas 
Ziehe, Zoltán Dörnyei, Ema Ushioda and George Herbert Mead.  
By interviewing three third year gymnasium students, who have, or will, apply for univer-
sity, directly after gymnasium, this paper will explore how they make sense of their life worlds and 
decisions. In the midst of post modernity we find these three interviewees having to navigate 
through an ocean of choices which can potentially influence the rest of their lives.  
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Introduction 
Problem definition 
The world today is defined as being postmodern, which entails, inter alia, that its citizens are be-
coming more individuated and self oriented (Bauman, 2009, p. 23). People residing in the West are 
faced with far more possibilities than ever before - one can choose and pick almost every aspect of 
one’s life. In this vast ocean of possibilities, what can influence our decisions? What motivates us? 
These questions lead up to a discussion which will be engaged in the project. 
The report will investigate some of the factors that become visible, when interviewing 
three Danish gymnasium students. The project will engage with three girls third year gymnasium 
students who have chosen the mentioned path. 
 
In this project, the theories from Thomas Ziehe, Zygmunt Bauman, George Herbert Mead, Ema 
Ushioda and Zoltán Dörnyei will provide an initial understanding of the conditions of how it is to 
be a young person in a postmodern society. With the help from the theories, the project seeks to 
uncover some of the motivational factors that can influence the decision process to apply directly 
to university succeeding gymnasium.  
Another factor includes deciphering the paradox that lies in relation to the postmodern so-
ciety that urges its youth to become a uniform working-mass, and an increasingly more liberated 
group of young people, who have access to an increasing number of options in comparison to pre-
vious generations. This results in a conflict of interests between an evermore liberated youth and 
an evermore monotonized society, which we find highly appealing to investigate in order to dis-
cover if the three interviewees’ motivations are generated by their own personal desires induced 
by cultural liberation1. The project will seek to distinguish different motivational possibilities, for 
example the family, peers etcetera. 
  
Research questions/problem formulation 
In the project, we will be focussing on the following questions: 
 
1) What motivates three chosen third year gymnasium students to apply for university directly 
                                                          
1 Change in culture, a “double process”, which means a dissolution of norms and traditions and being re-
sponsible for yourself. Before a path was given to walk along. Now the same path must be found inde-
pendently. You are responsible for making your own choices. (www.denstoredanske.dk) 
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after graduation?  
 
2) In what ways have the three students been affected by their closest relationships in regards to 
their forthcoming educational choices?  
 
Sub question 
How is it for our three interviewees to be third year gymnasium students in a postmodern world? 
 
Dimensions 
The dimensions chosen for this project are Subjectivity & Learning and Science & Philosophy, as 
we consider them to be congruent with the questions we seek to answer in this project.  
 
Subjectivity & Learning was chosen as the project proposal is rooted in this dimension and our 
supervisor, Michael Svendsen Pedersen, is a specialist within the field. Furthermore, since we have 
participated in the Subjectivity & Learning while constructing our project, information, theories 
and concepts have been accessible to the group, and we seek to transfer the knowledge we have 
obtained from the lectures into the project. Within the dimension of Subjectivity & Learning, we 
will be applying theories from a German professor in pedagogy, Thomas Ziehe as well as some of 
the points discussed in the book ‘Teaching and Researching Motivation’ by Zoltán Dörnyei and 
Ema Ushioda. Ziehe's theories will hopefully provide us with a more comprehensive understanding 
of how societal conditions for the youth have changed, and Dörnyei and Ushioda's account on con-
textual influences will be included in the Discussion chapter.  
 
Science & Philosophy was chosen to help us conceptualise how it is to be a young person in a 
postmodern era and what this can entail. We will be utilising the theory on Liquid Modernity from 
the Polish sociologist Zygmunt Bauman, which provides us with a more comprehensive under-
standing of Western society and the postmodern world we live in. Bauman also touches upon the 
formation of the “I” in Liquid Modernity and in that conjunction we include the American philoso-
pher and sociologist George Herbert Mead as he provides a fundament for the understanding of 
the creation of the “I” and the elements which could possibly constitute it.  
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Motivation 
In order to minimise the scale of our investigation and to uncover the most breadth and insight, 
we find it desirable to examine the transition of young Danish students at a turning point in their 
lives; third year gymnasium students applying for university directly succeeding graduation. How 
do they reach a decision and which influences affect them in the process? Each group member can 
relate to the mentioned situation since we all have been in the exact same situation, which in turn 
has provided the group with a personal interest in the formation and outcome of the project.  
By investigating this field, we wish to learn more about the processes and effects of moti-
vational factors in a postmodern world. In turn, this will provide insight into how young people 
face societal changes that govern the conditions pervading youth culture.  
 
Delimitations 
In order to produce a satisfying project, various problem areas have been evaluated and dis-
missed. We have chosen not to go into depth with the following areas in order to reach a pro-
found and accomplished academic paper within our chosen field. The following are descriptions of 
our main delimitations:  
 
1. An investigation into the motivation for studying at a university 
We wished to investigate what motivated current students at universities to undertake their cur-
rent study, with a case study in the International Bachelor Study Program in Humanities at 
Roskilde University 
This study would have included qualitative interviews with students at the International 
Bachelor Study Program in Humanities with different backgrounds concerning their time after 
graduating gymnasium. We discussed this option because we strove to acquire a more in depth 
picture at the International Bachelor Study Program in Humanities, as we saw potential to include 
our own experiences in the project and thereby creating a point of reference between the two. 
This option would also have allowed us to open a discussion based on the hypothetical data as 
well as our reflections.  
We, however, decided not to pursue this idea, as we, after our first supervisor meeting 
came to the conclusion that perhaps a manageable problem did not exist in this area, and if it did 
it would not be one that we wished to investigate. 
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2.  A study of the pedagogical teaching methods utilised at Roskilde University 
This idea sprung from a discussion on what motivated each member of the group to study at uni-
versity and why we chose Roskilde University.  
 This investigation would have focused on Roskilde University's pedagogical methods regard-
ing its teaching environment, and how it affects the students’ academic motivation. Historical con-
siderations would also have concerned Roskilde University being established in an era of political 
unrest and revolutionary ideals, which gave rise to its then deemed ‘revolutionary’ teaching and 
research pedagogy. In this proposal we also wished to cover how group work can increase or de-
crease the motivation of the students experiencing it. 
 This was a temporary topic of discussion because we found no profound interest in the mat-
ter. Because this was a briefly discussed area we did not consider which methods or theories to 
use.  
 
3. How does one lose one’s motivation? 
This study would have revolved around the factors concerning the conceivable de-motivation of 
gymnasia students. With this project we would introduce the definition of de-motivation and how 
it affects the students’ choice of applying for university.  
The choice of not investigating this area quickly arose, as we at an early stage saw that the 
problem had too broad an appeal for us to be able to achieve its full potential. 
 
4.  What is motivation today and how has it changed? 
We, as a group, were interested in looking at how motivation has changed from a number of gen-
erations preceding present day.  
 This would have been organised in the manner of investigating motivation and specific cases 
where the motivation of the previous generations was comparable to that of the current ones. 
Our interest in this problem stemmed from the fact that we deem motivation for young people as 
a decreasing factor today. 
 While brainstorming this specific topic we came to a common conclusion that this was not 
the specific area we wished to go into depth with, but it was in the vicinity of what we were all 
interested in and desired to investigate. 
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5. The development of dropout rates in the Humanities at Roskilde University 
The idea emerged in the early days of the project when we were still considering covering the di-
mension of History and Culture. 
 We planned to compare dropout rates for the Humanities at Roskilde University, to estab-
lish whether we could discover a pattern in the collected data and from that draw a conclusion 
that would be relatable within the topic of motivation. 
As we discussed this subject, we all came to agree that we were interested in a philosophi-
cal approach rather than a historically minded one. 
 
6. An investigation of how student counsellors affect third year students’ future choices 
This investigation was based on the idea of seeing how, and to what degree, student counsellors 
affect third year gymnasium students’ future choices - that be educational, work wise, etcetera. 
We saw a potential problem in the counselling as the counsellors are employed by governmental 
institutions, and therefore we anticipated that a conflict of interests could easily occur between 
realising the potential of the students and living up to governmental expectations. Furthermore, 
we believe that there is an issue regarding the funding for the abovementioned counsellors, as we 
have experienced that the amount decreases, as the expectations for their work remains the 
same. 
 We wished to go about this by interviewing study counsellors to learn about their prerequi-
sites for fulfilling the expectations surrounding their field of work. By this we hoped to learn more 
about their guidelines defined by the ministry of education in Denmark. 
 The group quickly realised that this project would not be executable, as it would be too chal-
lenging to investigate to a satisfactory degree. 
 
7. The choice of taking a gap year or work succeeding gymnasia studies 
As we continuously discussed our problem formulation, we gradually sought to narrow it towards 
a manageable and executable problem, which we could investigate thoroughly enough for it to be 
academically satisfying. 
 With this delimitation we sought to look into which motivational factors can affect gymnasia 
students’ choices succeeding their study. We would like to interview three random third year 
gymnasium students, to see what sorts of information we could acquire from these regarding their 
coming choices. 
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Through processes of discussion we all agreed on limiting our perspective, and thereby focusing 
solely on one post-gymnasium engagement. In this process we found that we were all most inter-
ested in the perspective of third year students applying for university. 
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Theories 
Zoltán Dörnyei and Ema Ushioda - Teaching and Researching Motivation 
‘Motivation’ is a considerably broad term and there was a time when the American Psychological 
Association2 intended to replace the word as a search term in the main psychological database 
‘Psychological Abstracts’. The word 'motivation' originates from the Latin word ‘movere’ which 
translates to ‘to move’ (Dörnyei & Ushioda, 2011, p. 3), and is very much connected with the es-
sence of motivation research and theory, as basic questions such as “what moves a person to 
make certain choices, to engage in action, to expend effort and persist in action” (Dörnyei & 
Ushioda, 2011, p. 3) are quite important in this research field. Many of the different perceptions of 
the word made it difficult to fully comprehend the exact meaning of motivation as a concept 
(Dörnyei & Ushioda, 2011, p. 4). It is still the case today; consequently no motivation theory has 
managed to provide a fully comprehensive exposition of the different kinds of incentives that are 
linked to motivation (Dörnyei & Ushioda, 2011, p. 4). This is an aspect we were able to recognise 
early on in the project, thus we have chosen to not investigate what motivation is or can be, but to 
focus on our interviewees’ statements and we will attempt to unravel some of the motivational 
factors that may have influenced their choice to apply for university. Moving is relevant in regards 
to our interviews as it is the one of key factors for our interviewees at this stage of their lives.   
    
Throughout the 1970’s the so-called ‘cognitive revolution’ took place, therefore the focus changed 
from environmental influences, like rewards and punishment, to the inner workings of a human 
mind and how the ‘socio-contextual’ factors only are essential when they are filtered through indi-
viduals’ perceptions (Dörnyei & Ushioda, 2011, p. 7). When humans act in a certain way, there are 
always different underlying physical and psychological settings, and motivation researchers are 
becoming more and more interested in how context influences one’s cognition, behaviour and 
achievements (Dörnyei & Ushioda, 2011, p. 25). 
 
Researchers within the educational field are also discussing whether motivation is either a ‘cause’ 
or an ‘effect’ of learning - it does, however, after observing the general consensus today, serve a 
cyclical relationship with learning.  
                                                          
2 The largest scientific and professional organization representing psychology in the United States -
https://www.apa.org/about/index.aspx  
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One key element most motivational researchers can agree upon is that motivation revolves 
around the following: 
 
● The choice of a particular action, 
● The persistence with it, 
● The effort expended on it. 
 
In other words, motivation is responsible for 
 
● Why people decide to do something, 
● How long they are willing to sustain the activity, 
● How hard they are going to pursue it.  
 (Dörnyei, Z. and Ushioda E., 2011:4) 
 
In regards to the three interviewees, Christine, Josefine and Maria, we will investigate the above-
mentioned through the interview data. We are especially going to focus on the first bullet point in 
the list above, namely, why they have chosen to apply for university. 
 
As will be elaborated on in the Methodology chapter, we have conducted interviews with three 
third year gymnasium students, who have, or will, apply for university after completing their gym-
nasium studies. We have been reading various books and articles and are therefore performing 
both secondary/conceptual research, as well as primary research, which will be expounded upon 
in the Methodology chapter. We believe these two types of research will complement each other 
and provide us with the crucial data that this project is built upon. There are, however, two chal-
lenges we are going to be aware of while conducting our research and writing the project; 
 
1. Motivation is abstract and not directly observable. This means that there are no objective 
measures of motivation; all the motivation indices used in research are inherently subjec-
tive, and one of the most difficult tasks of the motivation researcher is to keep this level of 
subjectivity to a minimum (Dörnyei & Ushioda, 2011, p. 197). 
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2. Motivation is a multifaceted concept that cannot be represented by means of simple meas-
ures (e.g. the results of a few questionnaire items). Researchers need to bear in mind when 
conceptualising and assessing motivation variables, and they should also be aware of the 
fact that the specific motivation measure or concept they are focusing on is likely to repre-
sent only a segment or a more intricate psychological construct (Dörnyei & Ushioda, 2011, 
p. 197). 
 
When analysing our data, we will be quite careful not to presume anything and to be as objective 
as possible. However, as mentioned in point 1 in the list, motivation cannot be objectively meas-
ured, thus subjectivism is impossible to evade completely. We have also attempted to be very dis-
tinct regarding our choice to conduct three interviews, instead of, for instance, twenty. We are 
aware that we are solely presenting the reality of Christine, Josefine and Maria, not a general pic-
ture of all third year gymnasium students applying for university, which we consider to be unreal-
istic within the timeframe of the project. 
 
Within the field of motivation research, contextual influences are being focused on to a much 
greater extent than before, as many motivational researchers are beginning to acknowledge the 
fact that environmental dimensions does indeed play a part in human cognition, behaviour and 
achievement (Dörnyei & Ushioda, 2011, p. 25). 
 
Contextual influences can basically be divided into two main areas: 
● Features of the instructional context (e.g. task and material design, evaluation practices, 
grouping structures) 
● Social and cultural influences (e.g. teachers, peer group, family, culture and society) 
(Dörnyei & Ushioda, 2011, p. 26). 
 
In the Discussion chapter, we will also be examining to which extent the abovementioned points 
have had an influence on the three interviewees.  
Teacher can also serve as a powerful motivational tool because almost everything a 
teacher does or says in a classroom can have motivational influence on the students (Dörnyei & 
Ushioda, 2011, p. 109). Anderman and Anderman state that; 
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“Teachers can and do impact student motivation! … Teachers influence student motivation 
in many ways: through daily interactions with students, they influence students’ beliefs 
about their own abilities, their attitudes toward certain subject areas, their immediate and 
long-term goals, their beliefs about the causes of their successes and failures, and their rea-
sons for ultimately choosing to do their academic work (Anderman & Anderman, 2000, p. 
2). 
 
Even though we have chosen not to focus on the role of a teacher, per se, we will however, in the 
Analysis chapter, reflect upon how Christine, Josefine and Maria express the influence teachers 
have had on them, if they choose to talk about this matter. 
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Zygmunt Bauman - Liquid Modernity  
The following section consists of a description of one of our framing theories: Liquid Modernity, 
formulated by Zygmunt Bauman. The message presented in his theory seeks to categorise the 
changes that have permeated today’s society. Bauman’s motivation for writing and publishing his 
view on society, originated in creating an alternative approach to the topics of emancipation, indi-
viduality, time/space, work and community (Bauman, 2009, p. 9). 
Bauman refers to the times we live in as Liquid Modernity, which is to be understood as 
synonymous with post modernity. The element of liquidity is described as the multitude of choices 
that are available and as a dissolvement of the aspects that define modernity.   
 
From Modernity to Liquid Modernity 
Liquid Modernity is defined by a multitude of characteristics that have changed, to a remarkable 
degree, compared to the tendencies in a modern society. Bauman lists a series of processes that 
he argues define the transformation from modernity to Liquid Modernity most distinctively. The 
key issues outlined involve the increased separation of state and politics, the search for the “I” in a 
constantly developing society, as well as the issue revolving around lifelong learning processes - a 
dual concept involving the lifelong acquisition of sensibility and that contributing to a ‘knowledge 
economy’ necessary to sustain competition in international development and affairs.  
 Seeing as Bauman’s theory of Liquid Modernity is based on a variety of different societal 
changes, compared to the standards of modernity, our elaboration has been divided into five sec-
tions, concerning the key topics in this development. Each chapter will attempt to give an insight 
to how and why the changes from Modernity to Liquid Modernity, according to Bauman, have 
occurred. To clarify what Liquid Modernity offers in the sense of emancipation, we will first elabo-
rate on what is meant by emancipation, and thereafter what it entailed in solid modernity. 
 
Liberation 
To emancipate, in Bauman terms, is to liberate from society (Bauman, 2000, p. 38)This liberation is 
being undertaken, as the individual desires a higher degree of freedom, that is, to feel no hin-
drance, obstacles, resistance or any other form of impairment of one's desired actions and move-
ments. Emancipation in this sense is accessible through a joint effort from both the societal and 
the personal level, however, Bauman argues that complete liberation is not an achievable goal, as: 
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“The outcome of rebellion (…) is a perpetual agony of indecision (…) likely to make life a living hell.” 
(Bauman, 2000, p. 42) 
 In solid modernity, the word totalitarian is a continuous ingredient in the mentioning of so-
ciety. Bauman argues that “(solid) modernity is systematic (…) and condensed” (Bauman, 2000, p. 
47), meaning that this modernity was a “sworn enemy of contingency, variety, ambiguity, way-
wardness and idiosyncrasy.” (Bauman, 2000, p. 47). Relating to this - to emancipate oneself in solid 
modernity meant to step out of the homogeneity and engage yourself with like minded people, in 
the wish to break with the traditions marking society. As modernity progressed, its inhabitants 
were disembedded from their previous “estate” - a division which defined pre-modernity. The 
individual no longer had to find their place in the ‘Divine chain of being’ and were free to seek be-
longing and re-embedment in the membership of a class. This membership was identification with 
a certain group and certain ideologies, which “had to be continuously renewed, reconfirmed and 
tested by day-to-day conduct” (Bauman, 2000, p. 54). Groups of belongingness came to be created 
out of problematising the society surrounding oneself, and to try and develop solutions to locate 
faults and improve it. 
 In Liquid Modernity, however, this method of critical thinking has become less of a factor. 
Bauman mentions that what is wrong with the society today is that “it stopped questioning itself” 
(Bauman, 2000, p. 65). The emphasis on what is private and individual has increased at the ex-
pense of the memberships of classes. Liquid Modernity is a time in which the view on capitalism - 
and its emphasis on everything holding a certain value, which increases or decreases according to 
demand - has shifted from the emphasis on the labour force, to one of the goods being produced. 
This constitutes one of the founding factors for the basis of increased individualisation. Deregula-
tion and privatisation regarding the society is a key feature in Liquid times. 
 
One of the most remarkable examples Bauman conveys to the reader, when engaging with the 
theory of the individual’s liberation in Liquid Modernity, compared to that of the solid modernity is 
the metaphor of the pilgrim versus the nomad. The pilgrim signifies a life course in solid moder-
nity, where most of one’s route is provided in advance, and it is the fewest who deviate remarka-
bly from this path. The pilgrim was the personification of security and predictability that sur-
rounded the modern life, both in regards to education, career and love. Security and predictability 
was signified by the idea of communal ideals, responsibilities and goals. On the other hand, 
Bauman describes the nomad as the embodiment of Liquid Modernity, which is characterised by 
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navigating through one’s life without any given route or goal - unable to follow any footsteps, as 
they are being washed away faster than they can be set. The nomad seeks to find meaning in what 
holds relevance and value to oneself in the present moment, and is not afraid to abandon it when 
one realises potential for personal gratification in another area (Bauman, 2009, p. 30). This in-
creased sense of individuality leads to the next chapter. 
  
Individuality 
Residing in the philosophy of individuality is the notion that individuals will always appear to be 
controlled.  A “master puppeteer” (Bauman, 2000, p. 53) sets the agenda which filters from the 
‘supreme’ elitists down to the despondent poor, who are seemingly left with no choice but to col-
lect what they can in the wake of an ever pacing society. A few centuries ago, philosophers were 
sure that society would remain controlled, and saw no hope in deviance from this path (Bauman, 
2000, p. 54). Fortunately, according to Bauman, the plurality of governance and methods of con-
trolling the means of production has caused dispersion to what he notes as ‘heavy capitalism’, and 
in so doing, has created a profusion of commodities being made available to the public. People are 
now faced with different choices than in solid modernity, a shift of power being transferred to the 
market has now allowed it to provide any resourceful individual the means to create many and 
almost any identity suitable for the moment. The idea that man must be governed to achieve a 
certain aim, a sense of togetherness for the better of society under leadership is diluting into a 
never ending game of life politics, a term used to describe the way the liquid modern individual 
responseds to the increased responsibility and awareness. Counsellors, private and public, exem-
plified by talk show television and self-help literature, instigate a model of self-responsibility in 
their clients, and are therefore free of the consequences should their clients deviate from the in-
structions provided (Bauman, 2000). 
The case of individuality is, by Bauman, being divided into four main categories: “self-
identification, self-management, self-assertion and above all self-sufficiency in the performance of 
all these three tasks” (Bauman, 2001, p. 105) which are now solely the individual’s role. The proc-
esses which these duties involve leave a great deal of responsibility to the individual and as a re-
sult remove it from society, for they themselves possess every possible tool to fulfil their respec-
tive ambitions. Furthermore, the burden that individualisation can entail holds a potential threat 
to the citizens of Liquid Modernity. Bauman refers to this in a section regarding the increasing in-
dividualisation, with the statement: “it generates ever greater supplies of the painful feeling of 
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Unsicherheit” (insecurity, OT) (Bauman, 2001, p. 106) perpetuated by the vain efforts expended on 
self-gratification, which is only momentarily experienced by the consumer in order to pursue fur-
ther ends.  
 
“Identity Shopping” 
When addressing the issue of the search for the “I”, Bauman argues that Liquid Modernity is the 
conduit for the pacing of its inhabitants. The “I” becomes a utopia that is always out of reach due 
to the pursuit of perfection; ‘you are never better than your latest success’. A tendency behind 
this pursuit is the outlook on the world through capitalism. Consumerism in Liquid Modernity is no 
longer merely concerned with the production of physical goods, but with a formation of identity. 
This entails that everyone is at level standing, as we all have to some degree the same access to 
the same “goods” - the only difference lies in the purchase power which every consumer pos-
sesses. However, Bauman argues that this is not necessarily beneficial for society, as: “(...) they 
leave the formation of social hierarchies (...) to the mercy of diffuse and uncoordinated market 
forces” (Bauman, 2001, p. 129). To exemplify this statement, you are now freer to express ‘your-
self’ visually, as it is no longer required to dress in a certain way in order to represent a specific 
interest (as for example the hippies, punks and yuppies have been known to).  
 It can be suggested, relating to the above paragraph regarding changes to society, that policy 
making in Liquid Modernity has become an action you perform on an individual level and that the 
interest for international and domestic affairs has been set aside.  
 
As a predicate for the Liquid Modern individual, the phrase ‘you are only as good as your latest 
success’ seems remarkably fitting. The same presumption resonates with the way Bauman regards 
personal achievements in Liquid Modernity, having lost their attraction once fulfilled, as there is 
always a new challenge to overcome and new mountains to climb - worded as: “the impossibility 
of being gratified” (Bauman, 2001, p. 104) - a never ending race with illusory attractions and brief 
moments of fulfilled desires, Bauman marks this as being one of the cornerstones in the problem-
atics of identity formation for the liquid modern individual.  
 
Combining this notion with the idea of a lifelong learning makes it impossible for the citizens to 
develop the realised I, represented or symbolised as a more signified and distinguished “I”. It is 
rather the ‘means’ to becoming rather than the ‘becoming’ that is essential and ever insatiable. 
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The ‘becoming’ of something nullifies the desire to pursue more gratifying ends, and is therefore 
at disrepute with the individual. The concept of the “I” and how it correlates to the presentation of 
the self has been investigated and theorised by the distinguished professor George Herbert Mead, 
who regarded the “I” to be a dialectical identification process concerning the external “me” and 
the internal “I” (Jenkis, 1999, p. 87). To support and provide additional knowledge on the notion of 
a creation of the “I”, we have chosen to include the following theory introduced by George Her-
bert Mead.  
 
Introducing George Herbert Mead 
Mead was an American philosopher, psychologist and sociologist who was inspired by a pragma-
tist view point - a movement that emerged in the USA attempting to provide people with a way of 
handling the changes of a modernising and a capitalising society, explanatory of why his most fa-
mous theory is concerning the creation of the self, the “I” and the “me”.  
Mead believed that the self consists of an “I” and a “me” - for an “I” to form you need to 
become the social object of someone else, as it is not possible to experience ourselves directly but 
only through the reactions of others following our actions. Accordingly, the “I” is not a “constant 
stream of consciousness” (Burkitt, 2009, p. 38) but only exists as a subjective and reflective coun-
terpart to our objective “me” (Burkitt, 2009, p. 38). Before we can start to develop the sense of 
“me” and “I” in early childhood, we only have the protoplasmic consciousness (Burkitt, 2009, p. 
38), meaning that we have no awareness of the self or the objective world - we do not see our-
selves as an object to others. Even in adulthood, after the development of the “I” and the “me”, 
we sometimes experience the protoplasmic world when we engage in certain activities, such as 
reading a book or going for a run. 
 
As children grow older, they develop the sense of the presence of others and they become able to 
adapt the attitude as objects towards themselves, in the same way that other people become ob-
jects for them (Burkitt, 2009, p. 39), and children are then able to look at themselves from the 
point of an observer. As Burkitt explains in Social Selves: “The “I” is the attitude of the observer, 
the “me” the object observed (Burkitt, 2009, p. 39). Meaning that from the very beginning of self-
consciousness, the “I” and the “me” are connected in a dialectical interrelationship (Burkitt, 2009, 
p. 39). The self-conscious person has the ability to switch between the position of “me” as the self 
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(the one who listens) and the position of the “I” (the one who looks upon the “me” and the one 
who talks). 
 
Time/space 
Returning to Bauman, in Liquid Modernity, the importance of security against so called ‘public 
enemies’ continues to increase proportionate to the rate one is obligated to live near them. Com-
menting on the depravity of civility - a civility which had enabled its users to convey themselves in 
a manner which was non-demanding and limited so long as it received reciprocal attention. 
Bauman believes that in public, but not civil (Bauman, 2000, p. 105) spaces, the close proximity of 
its inhabitants has rendered the need for interaction as almost redundant as it distracts from the 
original cause, to commute. 
The non-civility of Liquid Modern society is elaborated upon by Bauman and described in 
two categories. Category one, where awe inspiring buildings and locations (La Défense, Paris serv-
ing as the chief example) serves only to monotonise the everyday activities of its inhabitants with 
minimal expense, if any, of interaction. Shopping malls, sports activity sites, tourist resorts and 
exhibition halls constitute the second category where the sole purpose of travel is to consume and 
not interact, any encounters people may have disturb them from this original purpose.  
A balance between freedom and security is sought after and accomplished to some degree 
in the ‘temple’ (Bauman, 2000, p. 99) of the shopping mall. Since all who commute there do so for 
similar purposes, a shared sense of identity is already presented: “Inside their temples the shop-
pers/consumers may find, moreover, what they zealously, yet in vain, seek outside: the comforting 
feeling of belonging- the reassuring impression of being part of a community” (Bauman, 2000, p. 
99). 
 
Light modernity in contrast to solid modernity focuses on the destabilization of managerial meth-
ods and the downsizing of large scale sedimented production sites. In a society which now values 
instantaneity rather than time and space, the mobility of businesses and their products become 
the prioritized means towards uncertain ends. People would rather not know where they are go-
ing, so as to remain flexible instead of being gelatinised in a job renowned for its repetitiveness, as 
cited through Daniel Cohen: “Whoever begins a career at Microsoft has not the slightest idea 
where it will end. Whoever started it at Ford or Renault, could be well nigh certain that it will finish 
in the same place.” (Bauman, 2000, p. 116)Individuals enjoy the unpredictability of the occupa-
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tions as the multitude of options is simply to allurable and seductive to ignore and to be weighed 
down by foreseeable circumstances. It is their greatest joy and their most sincere insecurity. 
 
Work 
In the modern age it was normal for the workplace to coalesce the employers to their work to 
keep them there in their entire work life. As mentioned above, Bauman uses the example of the 
Ford motor company (Bauman, 2000, p. 144): if a young man joined the Ford car company, he 
would drive Ford cars and most likely stay there until his retirement. In the modern world, the 
employer and the employed were interdependent - workers were depended on being hired and 
having a job, just as the capital were dependent on the workers for their reproduction and growth. 
This link between the capital and the labour force is a sign of the heavy form of capitalism that 
were present in the modern world. 
In a ‘liquid world’, this connection between the capital and the workers seems to be non-
existing. The capital still needs reproduction and growth, but due to the welfare state, the workers 
are no longer dependent on their job in order to provide for themselves. Consequently, people in 
a postmodern society can change jobs quite easily, if their work does not live up to the standards 
envisioned by the worker. It has recently been stated that an American citizen with a “moderate 
amount of education”  will have a minimum of eleven jobs during his or her work life (Bauman, 
2000, p. 147). This transference between jobs has, in some ways, forced people to centre their 
work life around their preferences. As cited through Ulrich Beck: “The tendency is towards the 
emergence of the individualized forms and conditions of existence, which compel people - for the 
sake of their own material survival - to make themselves the centre of their own planning and con-
duct of life… in fact, one has to choose and change one’s social identity as well as take the risks of 
doing so…” (Bauman, 2000, p. 135). The quote above illustrates how the change within the work 
field is now centred on the individual. Despite this, the working life is filled with uncertainty, and 
there is no longer any guarantee on how long you will have the job you currently posses due to 
automation and downsizing of its respective work site to allow for mobility. 
 
Community 
Communities, in Zygmunt Bauman’s view, have changed emphasis from being, as mentioned in 
the “emancipation” section, a question of belonging or having a class “membership”. Compara-
tively, light modern communities have changed characteristics, as society has changed focus, to 
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enable the increased emancipation. In this process, the question of individualisation has become a 
noteworthy factor, which has also influenced the formation and maintenance of communities. 
Bauman notifies these considerations in the (sceptic) quote: “The brittleness and transience of 
bonds may be an unavoidable price for the individuals' right to pursue their individual goals.” 
(Bauman, 2000, p. 170). 
 
Bauman’s comment on this tendency is one that endorses the society to rethink and aim to pro-
mote the communities once again. As he remarks: “Perhaps, as in the past, standing shoulder by 
shoulder and marching in step would offer a remedy? Perhaps if individual powers, however feeble 
and impotent when single, are condensed into a collective stand and action, things will be done 
jointly which no man or woman could dream of doing alone? Perhaps” (Bauman, 2000, p. 57). In 
his pondering he is unarguably calling for a change in communal tendencies. 
The public sphere, too, has been influenced by the increasing division in society. Bauman 
argues that the public sphere has become colonised by the private; meaning what is of public in-
terest today, is more so based on the problematics and scandals of individuals, than that of gen-
eral societal tendencies. “Any true liberation calls today for more, not less, of the ‘public sphere’ 
and ‘public power’” (Bauman, 2000, p. 51) - this is, from Bauman’s point of view, the right way to 
overcome this change and toward the path to a ‘good society’. 
 
How to utilise Bauman’s theory in regards to our present problem 
This theory is relevant to our project, as we, in our attempt to understand our interviewees’ life 
worlds and how they make sense of them, consider it necessary to investigate both their personal 
experiences and the setting in which these biographies are being outlived. Bauman engages in 
defining how the preconditions for the individuals’ life worlds have altered from modernity to Liq-
uid Modernity. 
 
This specific theory was chosen as it can provide a solid foundation for the framework which will 
aid as to how the data will be analysed. We will make use of Bauman’s theory by incorporating it 
into the context of our problem area. In order for us to seek an understanding as to how our inter-
viewees make sense of Liquid Modernity, we will mainly be distinguishing the various experiences 
they draw value from. Most essential to this investigation is the matter of how our interviewees 
navigate in today’s chaotic society - Bauman claims that society is no longer a community but a 
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network instead (Bauman, 2009, p. 50). He also looks at what major influences they experience; 
are they being stimulated by the value that their choices hold in this particular time? What can 
they achieve from these exact choices? Are they perhaps influenced by family expectations?  
When applying Bauman’s theory of Liquid Modernity, we inevitably discuss the creation of 
identity, which revolves around the creation of the “I” - which is a state of the self that Bauman 
considers to be almost unachievable. In that regard we will draw in some of George Herbert 
Mead's views and try to relate both perspectives to our constructed data.  
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Thomas Ziehe 
Thomas Ziehe, a German professor in pedagogy at Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz University of Han-
nover, is an important part of our project as his theories concerning youth are very relevant to our 
investigation. This chapter will introduce a number of theories, of which some aspects will be util-
ised to our Discussion chapter to help us discover hidden meanings and patterns in the data from 
our interviews.  
 
Thomas Ziehe, in collaboration with Herbert Stubenrauch, coined the term Narcissistic Youth (Nar-
cistik ungdom, OT) (Rørbæk, 2005), which was formed through his work from analyses of the prob-
lems and possibilities inherent in modern society. His analyses are especially revolving youth cul-
ture, which is why his work is often used in pedagogy and in middle school contexts. The term 
Narcissistic Youth is used to describe how young people in a postmodern society have a tendency 
to orient through introspection and their own life worlds rather than through preset trajectories 
determined by tradition.  
This term is relevant to mention in our project as it serves as a premise and can help us 
comprehend the extent to which Ziehe’s theory is applicable to how young individuals’ mindsets 
have differed from previous generations. The youth have, in some ways, become very centred 
around their own worlds in the sense that, in general, everything must orient around themselves 
or else they do not generate interest - this is also the case when it comes to schooling (Rørbæk, 
2005). If a subject is not in some way relatable or somewhat interesting, a student can quickly lose 
motivation (Rørbæk, 2005), and in reference to the Bauman chapter, this notion gains support 
from Zygmunt Bauman’s sense of individualism in Liquid Modernity. 
 
Shift in norms and behaviour 
Previously, there was a set of norms and behavioural references shared generally in communal 
life, specifically within the household, to which Ziehe observes that children and young people 
used to live a daily life regulated by norms and traditions. More specifically, there were regulations 
for appropriate clothing, proper etiquette in the addressing of elders and who was suitable to be-
friend etcetera. Nowadays there are far more possibilities and options as everyday life is no longer 
regulated by norms to the same extent or degree (Rørbæk, 2005). 
Taking this into consideration, the development can clearly be seen today as it has become 
more of an exception to continue studying after finishing, for example, gymnasium. In the wake of 
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having a wide range of possibilities, young people have more responsibility when it comes to their 
own lives, as they increasingly have the freedom to make decisions themselves. In regards to our 
interviewees this is observable; having an ocean of opportunities to choose from. We look into 
their decisions to continue their studies at university, which factors have been important, and if 
they have made this choice based on desire and/or demand? 
 
Youth today 
As mentioned, being young in a postmodern society very much differs from previous generations. 
Thomas Ziehe uses the term “Kulturel afhierarkisering” (Cultural Hierarchical Disintegration, OT) 
(Ziehe, Øer af intensitet i et hav af rutine, 2004, p. 36) as a methodology to describe the way stu-
dents measure what they identify as ‘important’ aspects and how these aspects ‘have’ to have a 
connection to their everyday lives. This can be considered a form of liberalisation, but since these 
measurements are projected towards areas, which used to be considered formal - such as educa-
tional institutions - it has changed the way they are perceived (Ziehe, Øer af intensitet i et hav af 
rutine, 2004, p. 36).  
 
According to Ziehe, this results in young people being “non-discursively adjusted” meaning that 
they value intuition and personal relation over reasoning and argument (Ziehe, Øer af intensitet i 
et hav af rutine, 2004, p. 36). As an example hereof, students need to relate their educational sub-
jects to their own lives in order for them to understand and extract enough importance to moti-
vate them to learn. 
  
The domination of the colloquial tone has also had a damaging effect upon young people's vo-
cabulary and academic profession, as everyday life has become such a substantial part of us that 
colloquial language is dominating – even in school (Ziehe, Øer af intensitet i et hav af rutine, 2004, 
p. 37). This particular use of language works well in everyday life for expressing emotions, rela-
tions, and affiliations, but it has consequences for the active knowledge and the ability to commu-
nicate in an academic fashion. Should a student express himself with academic words amongst his 
fellow students, it could quickly be perceived as showing off – being educated is therefore viewed 
negatively. Concordantly, students are not perceived as mentally ready to learn and adhere to 
high culture (Ziehe, Øer af intensitet i et hav af rutine, 2004, p. 37) and can be seen as another 
reason why so many choose not to continue studying directly after gymnasium, and many explain 
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this choice either as not knowing what they want to study or due to being tired of school. This no-
tion will be reflected upon further in the Discussion chapter. 
 
Another term, which shows relevance to our project, is the Prestationsprincipen  (Presentation 
Principle, OT) introduced by Ziehe (Ziehe, 1989, p. 37). It implies the idea that the way one pre-
sents oneself will constantly be evaluated, compared, judged and exposed to pressure from both 
themselves and others. Ziehe stresses that the pressure youth is exposed to in school most often 
does not have anything in common with the other aspects of their present life situations, as the 
educational sector impose a pedagogical and future-related pressure on the youth to achieve and 
develop the right qualifications.  
 We will use this theory in the process of discussing patterns from the three different analy-
ses, by examining our interviewees’ way of presenting and assessing themselves and their view 
upon their own choices. Furthermore, we are investigating their educational choices in regards to 
their own desires and the demands stated by others, and we will thereby use the Prestationsprin-
cipen by questioning their motivations for choosing as they do.   
 
The modern school has re-adjusted from authority to motivation, meaning schooling has become 
democratic and humane, but this also creates new stress factors for the students, as they have to 
constantly, and to a heightened degree, independently, take responsibility for themselves and 
their learning (Ziehe, 2004, pp. 32 - 35). We will relate to this in the Discussion chapter when look-
ing at how the students respond when facing the responsibility of having to choose their own 
paths. 
 
The postmodern society has in some ways created pressure to indulge in introspection and ex-
pands to the question of identity: how should I as an individual be? What can I be? Ziehe contem-
plates this movement and states them in terms of a social and psychological competition, which 
partly destructures traditional ways of thinking and introduces a high degree of liberty for youth to 
make their own decisions (Ziehe, 1989, p. 37).  
 As stated in the introduction of this project, we believe it is interesting to examine whether 
the individual follows one’s own desires or capitulate to the demands stated by others. Addition-
ally, we seek to investigate if and how the above mentioned dilemma has influenced our inter-
viewees’ sense of identity and their plans and wishes for the future - specifically in regards to their 
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education. We are doing this by analysing our interviewees’ given answers that will lead us to a 
discussion of hidden meanings, and we are then able to clarify our perception of their actual moti-
vational factors and the extent of the liberty for their decisions.        
 
High culture versus popular culture 
Concerning culture, Ziehe believes a significant change has occurred, for instance when Ziehe was 
a child himself, in the 1950’s, there was a distinction between popular culture3 and high culture4. 
He explains that he as a child would, along with the other children, be asked to bring his comic 
books, which were referred to as “trash magazines” by the older generations, to be gathered out-
side and thrown onto a bonfire (Rørbæk, 2005). The children would then be given other magazines 
– “valuable magazines” (Rørbæk, 2005) which they should preferably read instead. This exempli-
fies the contrast that defines the clash between popular culture (for example comic books) and 
high culture (reality material concerning real life issues and events). Resonating with Ziehe, high 
culture in those days was a favoured and exclusive ‘higher’ part of society of which everybody 
‘outside’ would strive for. Popular culture, today, is accepted in every segment of society, and high 
culture is considered a practice for elitists. However, if high culture is not of interest, it is not ex-
pected of the individual to be engaged and can choose whether or not to participate and be en-
dorsed in it. 
 An example of how the perception of high culture has changed is presented when Ziehe 
mentions a visit he made to a class of fifth year elementary students - three quarters of the class 
thought Beethoven was a dog, due to children’s movies about a St. Bernard called Beethoven, 
which obliged Ziehe to make a compromise and to acknowledge that Beethoven is a dog as well as 
a man who composed music. Another example derives from a quiz show where a contestant in his 
mid-twenties had difficulties answering questions outside the sphere of popular culture. When 
being asked the different questions, he would claim that he did not know the answers, as “it was 
before his time.” Ziehe states that such an example probably makes people smile or amused, yet 
when telling his students, they did not laugh. For youth today, such experiences are seen as for-
eign and it is therefore not required to be acknowledged or focused upon.  
                                                          
3 The culture pursued by ordinary people rather than the educated (Internet source: boundless.com) 
4 The culture, referred to as the set of cultural products, mainly set in the arts, pursued by the elite/upper 
class(Internet source: boundless.com) 
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Popular culture and its participants are deteriorating the traditions of everyday life, which, from 
the perspective of young people, is resulting in a seemingly more liberalising space. However, this 
comes with the risk of fading traditions, uncertainty of plans for the future, unmanageability and a 
fading of creativity - it becomes harder to fulfil the demands from all directions (Ziehe, 2004, pp. 
30 - 31). 
 
From our perspective, high culture is not aimed for, at least not to the same extent, as it was be-
fore - the youth is not interested in high culture which can be seen as popular culture domineering 
what young people find importance in. There is a declining interest in listening to classical music, 
reading cultured books, or watching programmes with higher substance, and instead there is an 
increasing interest in reality programmes, mainstream music and online living. Reality shows and 
music today are primarily about being rich and famous rather than educational matters, and this 
could possibly cause young people to deviate from an academic focus in order to “have fun”. 
 
Cultural liberation 
According to Ziehe, the term “Kulturel Frisættelse”(Cultural liberation, OT) is used to describe how 
youth today have endless opportunities to choose from. This type of liberation in society has insti-
gated a shift - leading society away from a traditional skæbnesamfund (destined society, OT), 
where one’s identity is congenital, into the current valgsamfund (society of choice, OT), where you 
are in charge of creating your own identity (Ziehe, 2004, p. 14). The background of the individual, 
the family, one’s social history and/or geographic location is no longer an indication of where the 
individual itself will reside. The environment of an individual’s upbringing does not necessarily 
reflect what is considered valuable for this person's life and which goals he/she wishes to achieve - 
it is no longer necessarily relevant to mirror oneself in the actions and decisions made by one’s 
parents.  
 The collapse of tradition has generated a decisive change in the culture known to previous 
generations, which has a direct influence on the ways people socialise today. Not only are today’s 
opportunities practically endless, they are also influenced by a subjective matter, meaning that the 
chosen subjects must hold interest for the individual - the youth is encouraged to choose from 
their desires and pleasures rather than on the basis of eventually finding a job and making a living. 
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Nevertheless, tradition can be followed, should this be desired, but the possibility of creating one’s 
own path versus following a preset trajectory, can both entail limiting circumstances, as demands 
and expectations are inherent from society as well as one’s background (Ziehe, 2004, p. 14). 
 
Secondary experiences 
Ziehe also believes that youth conditions and opportunities start to take form in early childhood 
and he stresses, that to be a child today, means having to wait (OT) for more or less everything 
(permission, growing older etcetera). Not only are they being drawn into the world of their par-
ents, including their conversations and conflicts (Ziehe, 1989, p. 15), but they also have access to 
knowledge and experiences through secondary experiences - namely, the media (Ziehe, 1989, p. 
16). The children’s knowledge has therefore changed and they will have a lot of information be-
fore actually gaining their own experiences. Ziehe sees this as a positive development because 
children will have the opportunity to observe the world and their closest surroundings, which is 
how they learn to navigate. However, it is a challenging and exhausting process (Ziehe, 1989, p. 
16).  
This argument is relevant in regards to our project, as we seek to uncover some of the 
elements that young people are influenced by today. It is possible that our interviewees have been 
affected by secondary experiences and this could subsequently influence their choice of study, 
which will be included in the Discussion chapter. We plan on investigating this further by acquiring 
knowledge about our interviewees’ various backgrounds, and especially their parental and familial 
relationships, as it will give us a good insight into their life worlds and possible secondary experi-
ences.    
 
Freedom versus choices 
Thomas Ziehe regards youth to be a place of cultural freedom where the plurality of choices, that 
young people are faced with, has created a vacuum for decision making. Concerning the discussion 
of how one’s identity grows, Ziehe argues that the youth has a need for always comparing oneself 
to others in order to make sense of oneself (Ziehe, 1989, p. 25). However, due to the development 
of cultural freedom and an increasing amount of opportunities for the youth generation, Ziehe 
argues that the youth, as a side effect, will experience increasing trouble with seeing themselves 
clearly "with one's own eyes" (Ziehe, 1989, p. 39). In many cases, the youth will seek subjectivism 
and experience difficulties in realising their own desires. Concurrently with these experiences, 
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young people might experience uncertainty of plans for the future, lack of manageability and a 
fading of creativity. Self-motivation thus becomes harder to maintain (Ziehe, 2004, pp. 30 - 31). 
 The above mentioned theory is very essential to us, as our project revolves, inter alia, 
around the contradiction of “desire versus demand” and on what grounds the students have actu-
ally chosen their further education upon. Young people might experience difficulties with seeing 
themselves clearly and realising their genuine desires, when they have a tremendous amount of 
opportunities and possibly also certain demands and expectations from others than themselves. It 
is highly relevant for us to investigate how the identities of our interviewees reflect on their own 
choice of study - do they compare themselves to their peers? Do they relate themselves to their 
family? If so, how does this affect them in regards to their decision of applying to university? Natu-
rally, it will be difficult for us to answer these questions, but by analysing our data, we will seek to 
at least reach an understanding of how they understand their own life worlds. These are thusly 
some of the patterns we will look for in our collected data, and we hope to discover the effects of 
these developments.       
 
Additionally, Ziehe uses an anecdote to emphasise his point of how children’s mentality has been 
affected by a postmodern society, which, too, will be addressed in the Discussion chapter: 
“A while ago I witnessed an argument between a mother and her seven-year-old. When the 
argument peaked the child stomped on the ground and said: “Can I not get to live my own life?” ( 
(Rørbæk, 2005)(OT).  
Obviously, seven-year-olds cannot reasonably be held responsible for the construction of 
their own lives (only partially at least), however, as quoted, young people retain a desire for inde-
pendence and autonomy from a pre-ascribed mode of existence, possibly from their parents. The 
desire to construct their own realities exists from an early age and this is the kind of mentality that 
could motivate many young minds in today’s society.  
 
Consequences of post modernity 
Thomas Ziehe works with different ways that the youth have been affected by the consequences 
of post modernity, one of which is called motivationsförskjutning (motivational displacement (OT) 
(Ziehe, 1989, p. 42). Because the youth start to seek subjectivism and lose the "feeling of self" they 
are likely to find themselves in a motivation crisis, especially within educational matters. Generally 
speaking, previous generations did not have as much opportunity to decide what they wanted to 
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do themselves, and they were not at liberty to do nothing due to "lack of motivation," but today's 
youth are forced with questions such as "should I demand this of myself?" (Ziehe, 1989, p. 42). 
Ziehe argues that these sorts of speculations give rise to increasing self observations and self in-
terpretation and could potentially enforce people to do something that they are not motivated to 
do. This occurrence can simultaneously be a problem for the individual, for example if a person 
only finds out what he/she does not desire to do and fails to focus on his/her true wishes. Ziehe 
argues that this way of living (not following one's desires but rather one's horrors) does not lead to 
happiness but perhaps to even more scrutiny (Ziehe, 1989, p. 43).  
 When analysing our interviewees’ answers, we will examine their present situation and try 
to ascertain what their present state of mind is. Do their answers disclose any indications of moti-
vationförskjutning? Do our interviewees mainly look at what they do not want to do instead of 
what they do want? Are they entirely sure of their decision of attending university? By investigat-
ing these sorts of questions, we seek to discover any speculations our interviewees may have had 
in the process of deciding to continue their studies directly after graduation, as it will give us indi-
cations as to how they experience their present situations. For instance, if data from our inter-
views show signs of an active search for subjectivism, it may be that it bears with it the conse-
quence of the loss of ‘feeling’ or ‘realizing’ of oneself, and thereby a possible motivational crisis.       
 
In conclusion, Ziehe argues that the youth are performing an invisible job, an identity job, in find-
ing a balance between their own desires and the demands from others. This can be considerably 
challenging in today's postmodern world, where there are unlimited opportunities and greater 
risks of identity crisis (Ziehe, 1989, p. 44). 
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Methodology 
The foundation of this project is built on the empirical data we have constructed through inter-
views with three third year gymnasium students. Our choice to conduct qualitative research origi-
nates from a thorough discussion, within the group and supervisor, where both advantages and 
disadvantages have been discussed and evaluated. The aim with this project is to comprehend 
some of the factors that may have had a motivational effect on our three interviewees’ choice to 
apply for university - to comprehend these different elements, we will attempt to ‘make sense’ of 
the interviewees’ world by paying close attention to how they articulate and reflect upon their 
own experiences .  
According to Zoltán Dörnyei and Ema Ushioda, qualitative research involves “data collec-
tion procedures that result primarily in open-ended, non-numerical data which are then analysed 
primarily by non-statistical methods” (Dörnyei & Ushioda, 2011, p. 203). We have performed three 
interviews, transcribed the audio-files and lastly analysed the individual interview by examining 
the final written data.  
 
Qualitative research is often utilised by studying a few  cases as this type of research is not de-
pended on former empirical findings - and is also considered useful when the researcher is trying 
to make sense of complex situations (Dörnyei & Ushioda, 2011, p. 204) 
 Qualitative research is, by some, criticised because of the “small participant samples the 
most qualitative studies investigate” (Dörnyei & Ushioda, 2011, p. 205), which can provoke the 
question of whether or not the findings are actually representative. As a group we have confi-
dence that our choice to conduct qualitative research coincides with the purpose of this project, 
which is to comprehend the life world of the three selected third year students from Roskilde 
Gymnasium. We will attempt to understand how and why our three interviewees understand the 
world, their present situations and their experiences the way they do. 
 
We have been very careful not to generalise on the basis of our investigation, as we are aware of 
the pitfall mentioned above. In the discussion, which will rise after the analysis, we will however 
reflect upon patterns we might come across through the three interviews. 
 
In order to carry out satisfactory interviews and to handle the data in a method suitable to the 
investigation, we have chosen to employ four of the seven stages from the book ‘InterViews’ by 
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Steinar Kvale and Svend Brinkmann. The seven stages, which are; Thematizing, Designing, Inter-
viewing, Transcribing, Analyzing, Verifying and Reporting (Kvale & Brinkmann, 2009, p. 102), is 
meant as a guideline of how to conduct interviews, both for the novice researchers as well as ex-
perienced investigators who may have developed some bad habits, in regards to the interview 
process, over time.  
 
It is noteworthy that we in the report have chosen to alter the names of our interviewees, to en-
sure a sense of anonymity for our three interviewees. Furthermore, the occurrence of “(OT)” in 
this document, indicates “Our Translation” of the text prior to the “(OT)” mark. 
 
The four stages we have chosen to employ are the following: 
 
1. Thematizing – what is the purpose with our interviews? Why do we want to interview third year 
gymnasium students? 
In this first stage, the researcher formulates what the purpose of the interview is - “Thematizing 
refers to the formulation of research questions and a theoretical clarification of the theme investi-
gated” (Kvale & Brinkmann, 2009, p. 105).  
 
We wished to interview three third year gymnasium students, as the aim of this project is to inves-
tigate which motivational factors has influenced the students’ choice to apply for university after 
their graduation from Roskilde Gymnasium.  
As mentioned in the chapter called Entering the Field, we went to Roskilde Gymnasium to 
find three third year gymnasium students, who have, or planned to, apply for university, however 
this proved to be quite difficult. We were initially hoping to find both males and females for the 
interviews, as we believed it would provide us with more representative data. However, after a 
few hours we had only managed to find three students, all girls, who wished to attend university 
directly after gymnasium. Consequently we decided to proceed as circumstance allowed, as the 
purpose of the project is not to conjure any general speculations regarding all Danish third year 
gymnasium students - but on the other hand to understand the life world of Maria, Christine and 
Josefine. 
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2. Designing  – how have we prepared for the interviews? 
In the designing phase, the group spent several hours discussing interview questions, as we 
wanted our questions to be quite neutral while still revolving around our topic of motivation. We 
have chosen not to ask the interviewees directly about their own motivation, as we believe it 
would be quite difficult, perhaps even impossible, for them to reflect upon.  
The aim of the interview questions was to encourage the interviewees to reflect upon their 
own choices of applying to university - we trusted that the questions would work as a framework 
for the interviews, while we, as interviewers, would still be able to ask additional questions as well 
as asking the interviewees to elaborate on their experiences. Steinar Kvale and Svend Brinkmann 
terms this type of interview as a semi-structured life world interview (Kvale & Brinkmann, 2009, p. 
3), meaning that the purpose of the interview is to have the interviewee describe his or her life 
world, and thereafter try to interpret the data constructed through the interview.  
 
3. Interviewing  – conducting the interviews 
We divided ourselves into three pairs, as we are convinced that it can seem quite overwhelming, 
for the interviewees, to face six people at once. The females we interviewed were all 19 years old 
and we imagined they would be somewhat nervous about the interviews, partly because of their 
age and partly because an interview revolving around their personal lives with a group of “strang-
ers” can seem intimidating. Following this reflection, we encouraged the girls to choose a location 
where the interview would be conducted, as we believed the girls would be more open and con-
versable if we met them in a place where they felt ‘safe’ and comfortable.  
One of the interviews took place in a common room at Roskilde Gymnasium and the two 
others were conducted at a cafe in Roskilde. 
 
Our interview script was quite structured, as we had written in advance “carefully worded ques-
tions” (Kvale & Brinkmann, 2009, p. 130). One of the advantages of a structured interview is that 
“the more structured the interview situation is, the easier the later conceptual structuring of the 
interview by analysis will be” (Kvale & Brinkmann, 2009, p. 131). It can however, also prevent 
spontaneous and unexpected answers from the interviewees.  
 Even though we arrived at the three interviews with a structured interview script, each in-
terview deviated, to some extent, from the worded questions, as we did all ask follow-up ques-
tions and asked for elaborations on hazy answers. Because we chose to split into three pairs, it 
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was inevitable that the conducting of the interviews and how we asked the questions would be 
somewhat different, which has most likely affected the data we constructed. We do not necessar-
ily believe this to be negative, but definitely something to bear in mind when analysing the data. 
 
5. Analyzing – making sense of the interviewees’ world and applying meaning condensation 
In order to extract, what we believe to be, the most significant factors from the data, and to make 
them as clear and comprehensible as possible, we apply meaning condensation (Kvale & 
Brinkmann, 2009, p. 205) to the quotes we choose to include in the analysis. Meaning condensa-
tion entails that “long statements are compressed into briefer statements in which the main sense 
of what is said is rephrased into a few words” (Kvale & Brinkmann, 2009, p. 205). Following is an 
example of how we have applied meaning condensation to a selected quote: 
 
“Det er faktisk en længere historie. Altså, jeg begyndte på efterskole dét år, øm, og øh, det 
var så ikke mig alligevel, så efter halvanden/to måneder, der øh, forsøgte jeg at søge ind på 
nogle forskellige gymnasier. Jeg ville allerhelst have været på Aurahøj, øh, i København, 
øm, men kunne ikke komme ind fordi der selvfølgelig ikke var plads på det tidspunkt, fordi 
det var midt i året. Og så prøvede jeg her, de forskellige gymnasier i Roskilde, der var heller 
ikke noget. Og så endte det med at blive Ørestad gymnasium, som ligger på Amager, øm, 
og øh, der gik jeg så resten af 1.g, men det var ikke lige gymnasiet for mig.” 
 
“(...) jeg begyndte på efterskole (...) det var så ikke mig alligevel, så efter halvanden/to må-
neder (...) forsøgte jeg at søge ind på nogle forskellige gymnasier. (...) og så endte det med 
at blive Ørestad gymnasium (...), men det var ikke lige gymnasiet for mig.”  
 
(It is actually a longer story. I started a continuation school that year, uhm and uhh, it was, 
however, not for me, after one and a half/two months, it uhh, I applied to different gymna-
siums. I would have preferred getting into Aurahøj, uh, it is Copenhagen, uhm, but could 
not get in because there were of course no room at the time, because it was in the middle 
of the year. And the I tried here, they different gymnasiums in Roskilde, there was not any-
thing either. And the it ended up being Ørestad Gymnasium, which is in Amager, uhm, and, 
uhh, I went there for the rest of the first year, but that turned out not to be the gymnasium 
for me (OT)) 
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((...) I started at continuation school (...) it was, however, not for me, after one and a 
half/two months (...) I applied to different gymnasiums (...) and then it ended up being 
Ørestad Gymnasium (...), but that turned out not to be the gymnasium for me (OT)). 
 
We find that the essence of the quote becomes clearer and easier to grasp, after applying mean-
ing condensation. 
 
We have chosen that each of the pairs should analyse another interview than the one they con-
ducted, as we believe this will help us discover ‘new’ nuances in the interviews. After several thor-
ough readings of the interviews, we discovered three general themes: ‘background’, ‘education 
versus the labour market’ and ‘cultural liberation versus insecurities’, which we have divided the 
three analyses into.  
As the analyses of the interviews have been carried out in pairs, they have inevitably been 
influenced by the individuals’ academic viewpoints and dispositions, which in turn has resulted in 
the inclusion and exclusion of certain aspects. Thusly, when we regard the interviewer’s asked 
question to contribute to the outcome of the answer, we have chosen to include it in the analysis. 
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Entering the field 
This section aims to provide an insight into our experiences and the challenges we encountered at 
our visit to Roskilde Gymnasium to find participants for our interviews - this section will be subjec-
tive, due to it being based on the experiences of the group.  
 
The group’s experience 
The group arrived at Roskilde Gymnasium on the 10th of April in the morning to find possible sub-
jects for our interviews. After having approached the headmaster via e-mail, we agreed to reach 
possible students in their lunch break in order to not interrupt their classes. In accordance with 
our problem formulation, we decided to interview students who already knew that they were go-
ing to apply for university directly after their graduation this summer. However, the search for 
interviewees proved more difficult than expected, as only a minority of students knew that they 
were going to study directly after graduation.  
 
We encountered three main challenges with our visit and search for subjects at Roskilde Gymna-
sium; the first one being the fact that it was really difficult for us to distinguish the classes from 
one another. A lot of time was spent searching for the third year students among the cluster of 
second and first year classes. 
Secondly, due to the layout of the main building at the gymnasium, it proved rather diffi-
cult to find our way around the corridors. We often initiated conversations with potential inter-
viewees who turned out not to be third year students. These students would in turn guide us by 
pointing out where to find the classes and students we were looking for. This, however, proved 
difficult, as we ourselves did not know of the layout of the buildings, and we were therefore easily 
lost.  
Thirdly, when we finally found a group or class of third year students, almost everybody in-
tended on partaking a sabbatical year. Fortunately, we were able to find an entire third year class, 
gathered in a classroom at the end of their lunch break, and among them was a student who 
planned on applying for university succeeding her graduation. 
 
After having found our first interviewee, the gymnasium classes disbanded into their assigned 
classrooms for the start of their next lectures, and we situated ourselves in the gymnasium cafete-
ria, until we could engage with the students again. At the beginning of the second break we went 
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searching again and found another possible female participant - she was the only one amongst her 
classmates applying for university in the summer. After talking to the second interviewee, the 
school bell rang and students exited the classrooms, however, we were fortunate enough to ac-
quire another potential interviewee in the disarray of the congested hallways.  
 
The most surprising aspect experienced during our visit to Roskilde Gymnasium, was the lack of 
third year students who were progressing directly from gymnasium and into university. In the 
three full classes we encountered, only one student in each class intended on applying for univer-
sity this year, and the rest of the class were going to take a sabbatical year.  
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Christine Interview Analysis 
Introducing Christine 
The following analysis consists of the data constructed in the interview with Christine, on April 
14th, in Roskilde. Christine is a 19 year old half Danish and half Italian girl, who is a third year stu-
dent at Roskilde Gymnasium. This whole interview was being conducted on the basis of Christine 
having applied for “Musikvidenskabsstudiet” (Bachelor of Arts (BA) in Musicology5) at Copenhagen 
University. 
 
As the following quote reveals, Christine has not been brought up in an academic environment: 
 
“Min far han er restauratør (...) og min mor har noget kontoruddannelse (…) Min søster (...) 
er i gang med ernæring og sundhed inde på Metropol (...) men der er alligevel to år til hun 
er færdig med den. Og min bror, han blev student i sommers, (...), og han er ved at tage et 
sabbatår.”  
 
(My father is a restaurateur (...) and my mother has a/some office education (…) My sister 
(...) is studying nutrition and health at Metropol (...) but she does not graduate until in two 
years time. And my brother graduated high school last summer (...), and he is currently tak-
ing a gap year (OT)). 
 
Her pursuit of an academic career does not stem from an educational tradition in her immediate 
family. This suggests that her wish to participate in an academic world is more rooted in her desire 
for self fulfilment and personal ambitions.  
 
Her interest in music as a career choice is not shared with any other member of her closest family, 
though the interest for playing music was not exclusively her own:  
 
“(...) det startede også med at min bror begyndte at spille guitar i 6./7. klasse, (...) og så 
ville jeg også rigtig gerne spille et instrument. Så begyndte jeg til klaver.  
 
                                                          
5 http://hum.ku.dk/uddannelser/aktuelle_studieordninger/musikvidenskab/musikvidenskab_ba.pdf 
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(it started when my brother began to play the guitar in the 6th or 7th grade (...) and then I 
also wanted to play an instrument. So I started to take piano lessons (OT)).  
 
Considering this quote it is evident that her fascination of music springs from her brother’s inter-
est in playing guitar and that it was this that sparked Christine's desire to indulge in a life revolving 
around music.  
 According to Christine, the ambition to pursue a goal is not foreign to her, as she recognises 
this trait in both her parents:  
 
“(...) de er begge to meget (...) ambitiøse, det er bare kommet på lidt forskellige tidspunk-
ter.”  
 
((...) both of them are very ambitious, it has just occurred at different points (of their lives) 
(OT)).  
 
Furthermore, she exclaims that she herself has been equipped with the confidence to pursue 
whatever ambition she might have, through the encouragement invested in her by her parents:  
 
“De (...) har den indstilling, at alt er muligt for mig, og jeg kan alt, hvad jeg vil, og det har 
jeg altid fået afvide.”  
 
(They (...) have the stance that everything is possible for me, and I can achieve everything I 
put my mind to, and this is something I have always been told (OT)).   
 
It is evident that Christine shows a sense of confidence in her actions and it could most likely be 
related to the supportive milieu in which she was raised. This pattern becomes clear when she 
elaborates on the way she has navigated through the educational system up until her present 
situation:  
 
“(...) jeg begyndte på efterskole (...) det var så ikke mig alligevel, så efter halvanden/to må-
neder (...) forsøgte jeg at søge ind på nogle forskellige gymnasier. (...) og så endte det med 
at blive Ørestad gymnasium (...), men det var ikke lige gymnasiet for mig.”  
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((...) I started at continuation school (...) it was, however, not for me, after one and a 
half/two months (...) I applied to different gymnasiums (...) and then it ended up being 
Ørestad Gymnasium (...), but that turned out not to be the gymnasium for me (OT)).  
 
As the analysis has suggested until this point, Christine shows no fear of following her own dreams 
in order to create a life-setting in which she is satisfied. This independence becomes increasingly 
evident, when comparing her educational choice to the one of her peers: “Alle mine venner tager 
sabbatår.” (All of my friends are taking a gap year (OT)). It appears as though every step she takes 
is built on her own individual desires, they do however, seem to be influenced by her parents to a 
certain degree. 
 
Christine's choice to attend Roskilde Gymnasium, after first attending two different schools, is an 
example of how she seems determined to change the settings that does not meet the criteria she 
has shaped through her desires, as well as her crucial interest in music. These so-called criteria do 
not seem to be deliberately developed by her: 
 
“(...) musikmiljøet derinde [Ørestad Gymnasium, red.] var ikke særlig godt, (...) der var ikke 
så mange (...) musik-tiltag. Og jeg har altid gerne ville gå på (...) Roskilde gymnasium (...) 
og så hoppede jeg derhen.”  
 
((...) the musical environment there [Ørestad Gymnasium, ed.] was not very good, (...) 
there were not that many (...) musical initiatives. And I have always wanted to attend (...) 
Roskilde Gymnasium (...) and then I jumped to that school (OT)).  
 
In this quote Christine demonstrates a somewhat unconcerned approach to satisfying her personal 
needs for a musical educational environment. As mentioned earlier she firstly studied at a con-
tinuation school, when this turned out ‘not to be for her’ (meaning it did not fulfil her expecta-
tions), she attended Ørestad Gymnasium, where the situation repeated itself, lastly she applied for 
Roskilde Gymnasium where her needs were seemingly fulfilled:  
 
“Der er et rigtig godt musikmiljø, der er ret mange musikklasser, (...) så det er rigtig godt.”  
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(There is a really nice musical environment, there are a lot of music classes (...) so it is really 
good (OT)).  
 
She persistently, and indirectly, uses music as her incentive to pursue what she believes will con-
tribute to her individual satisfaction, even though she might not make ‘the right’ choice at first. It 
is worth noticing that she seems highly serene about leaving her previous schools and she is will-
ing to change scenery and try out new opportunities to satisfy her needs in regards to music. 
 
Cultural Liberation versus insecurities 
‘Fitting in’ has also been of concern to Christine as she, inter alia, chose to attend the continuation 
school because she was facing performance anxiety - at least to a certain degree - by the thought 
of going straight to gymnasium:  
 
“jeg tror, jeg havde lidt (...) præstationsangst ved at komme i gymnasiet (...)  ‘åh, alle de 
andre, tænk nu hvis de er meget bedre til musik end mig’ og jeg ville jo gerne passe ind.”  
 
(I think I was experiencing some (...) performance anxiety by the thought of going to gym-
nasium (...) ‘oh, what if all the others are much better a music than me’ and obviously I 
wanted to fit in (OT)). 
 
Though Christine in many ways seems quite confident and determined, this quote illustrates a 
more sensitive and thoughtful side of her as well as her speculations in regards to, what seems to 
be, the all-important interest in music and Christine's ambitions to study within this field. She is 
also experiencing a sense of anxiety when she reflect upon her upcoming graduation: 
 
 “(...) det er lidt skræmmende det der med at ”nu bliver vi studenter, og så kan vi gøre, lige 
 hvad vi vil,” og man skal helst finde ud af, hvad man vil, ellers så bliver man jo tabt i et hul, 
 og jeg er bange for, bare, at ryge ned i et hul og ikke vide, hvad jeg vil, og bare være til uden 
 at føle, at jeg gør noget.” (Underlining added)  
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((...) it is a bit frightening that whole “now we are becoming graduates, and then we can do 
anything we want,” and one should preferably figure out what one wants to do, or one will 
fall into a hole, and I am just scared of falling into a hole, and not knowing what I want to 
do, and just exist without feeling like I am doing something (OT)). 
 
She is expressing a sincere fear of “falde i et hul”  (falling into a hole (OT)), as a metaphor, because 
she believes the forthcoming graduation will be followed by a new sense of freedom, as the 
graduates will obtain the opportunity to do ‘anything they want’, which appears to be quite over-
whelming for Christine.  
On the one hand she is enjoying the freedom of today, where she has had the luxury of 
‘jumping’ from school to school, in order to find that specific one that has fulfilled her personal 
demands. On the other hand it seems evident that the liberation, and all of the choices it brings, 
appears to  be quite difficult to comprehend and navigate in for Christine. 
 
Education versus the labour market  
The interview data suggests that the two years Christine studied at Roskilde Gymnasium has 
helped affirm her in the choice to pursue an education revolving around music:  
 
“mine forventninger til hvad musik på A-niveau det var, det var noget helt andet end det 
faktisk er (...) fordi der er så meget teori, (...) det er hvertfald 80% teori (...) (det) er helt vildt 
fedt, og spændende. (...) Så det har helt klart bekræftet mig i, at det er det jeg gerne vil.” 
 
(my expectations to what music is on A-level turned out to be completely different (...) be-
cause there is so much theory (...) it is at least 80% theory (...) (it) is actually really cool and 
exciting (...) It has definitely affirmed me that this is what I want to do (OT)). 
 
When choosing to pursue music on A-level she imagined it to be something quite different from 
what it actually is. This circumstance has, however, not intimidated Christine, but has inspired, as 
well as confirmed her in the choice to apply for the Bachelor of Arts (BA) in Musicology at Copen-
hagen University.  
 The time our Christine has spent searching for the ‘right’ school and the ‘right’ musical envi-
ronment and her two years at Roskilde Gymnasium, seems to have refined her perception of what 
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a musical study entails - this ‘new’ perception has in some ways helped Christine obtain a new 
perspective on music and the theory behind it, which she finds intriguing.  
 
In order to make sense of how Christine regards the concept of studying at a university it is impor-
tant to notice how unwavering her determination initially is when considering her options. In her 
world only two options are presented:  
 
“(...) jeg tror altid jeg har vidst at jeg skulle på universitetet”  
 
(I think I have always known that I wanted to study at the university (OT)). 
 
And:  
 
“jeg har også haft sådan lidt drømme om at læse journalistik.”   
 
(I also have had like little dreams of studying to become a journalist (OT)).  
 
An aspect of duality seems to form a pattern of interests here, referring to both the contemplation 
of undertaking either Musicology or Journalism, which her father encouraged her to, and the mul-
titude of youth education institutes she was involved with before settling with entering Roskilde 
Gymnasium. Her father appears to be more grounded in his hopes for her future, as economic 
security seems to be of high priority for him: 
 
“(...) jeg tror også, at han [hendes far, red.] drømmer lidt stort, når det kommer til mig, (...) 
og tænker at jeg skal få et godt job, hvor jeg kan tjene masser af penge” 
 
((...) I also think that he [her father, ed.] has big dreams when it comes to me, (...) and be-
lieves that I should get a good job and earn lots of money (OT)). 
 
Christine, on the other hand, seems determined to educate herself within the field of her crucial 
interest, music - her primary concern is now whether she gets admitted into Bachelor of Arts in 
Musicology, as quoted: 
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“(...) på den måde regner jeg med at komme ind. Men jeg skal også lige bestå optagelses-
prøven.”  (Underlining added) 
 
((...) in that sense I expect being admitted. But I just have to pass the entrance examination 
(OT)).  
 
This utterance, of just having to pass and expecting to be admitted, exemplifies the outlook she 
has on the prospect of studying at the university and relates to how she, by her parents, have al-
ways been told that she could “achieve anything she put her mind to”.  
Reading further into the answers given by Christine, another understanding of her view on 
studying at university occurs. When asked what she would do if the education she would like to 
study was only available in Roskilde, she answers, after grinning nervously:  
 
“Så ville jeg håbe, jeg kunne finde noget, der minder om i København”  
 
(Then I would hope that I was able to find something similar in Copenhagen (OT)). 
 
It becomes apparent from this citation that however much Christine wishes to engage in a sort of 
musical education, the specifics do not hold as much importance as the location of it. Regarding 
her educational choices, their relevance is subsidised when considering her elaboration on study-
ing the Bachelor of Arts in Musicology:  
 
“(...) Og det er en af de negative ting ved det her studie, at jeg ikke rigtig ved, hvad jeg vil 
bruge det til lige nu.”  
 
((...) And that is one of the negative sides of this study, that I do not really know what I am 
going to use it for at this moment (OT)).  
 
To conclude on these quotes, it becomes visible that Christine knows in which trajectory she 
would like to persist in, educationally. However, she seems more guided by location, than by con-
tent of her desired study. To her, it seems that the involvement in music, of any kind, in Copenha-
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gen, is what holds relevance - the type of engagement with music may vary, but the location may 
not. This perception may be influenced by her experiences with musical knowledge acquisition 
from Gymnasium, which differed from the expectations she had beforehand, as mentioned in the 
section above. Her application for Copenhagen University does not appear to be grounded in an 
ambition to obtain a university education, nor does the interview data indicate that future job 
opportunities have had any significant impact on her choice to apply for university. 
 
Conclusion 
As a conclusion to our whole analysis on Christine, we find that though she was not raised in an 
academic or a specifically musically oriented environment, she acquired the interest of engaging in 
music fairly early on, and knew that this was the direction in which she desired to educate herself. 
Her choices seem to be based in a sense of independence and confidence which has been inocu-
lated in her by her parents, who have continuously told her that she is able to achieve anything 
she puts her mind to. The sense of independence and confidence also gets mirrored in her actions 
during her gymnasia period, where she was swift to move from gymnasium to gymnasium in order 
for her to undertake the study that fulfilled her dreams. As she progresses in her life, Christine still 
holds a dream which she would like to see fulfilled. However, when engaging with how she articu-
lates this, it would seem that her focal point has drifted slightly into a matter of where than of 
what. 
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Josefine Interview Analysis 
Introducing Josefine 
Josefine, at the time being interviewed, 22nd April 2014, is 19 years of age and studies at Roskilde 
Gymnasium. She was born to an Icelandic father and a Danish mother and has an older brother 
who studies Business and Politics at Copenhagen Business School, a twin sister who is planning on 
attending Lund University in Sweden and a younger brother who is currently studying in tenth 
grade. Both her parents attended university, her mother works as a teacher at a gymnasium and 
her father works as a project manager. She and her family currently reside in Denmark.   
 
At present she works as a waitress and maid in a hotel every other weekend, and volunteers at 
“Ungdommens Røde Kors” (The Red Cross Youth Department). She also attends a girls “ghetto” 
club where she participates as a volunteer to aid disadvantaged youth who struggle with, for ex-
ample, school work, social life issues etcetera. In her spare time she plays the accordion, studies 
her homework and spends time with her friends.   
 
Josefine considered her choice of attending Roskilde Gymnasium as “den naturlige vej” (the natu-
ral way, OT) which could be interpreted to infer that her intentions of studying at the gymnasium 
was a result of parental expectation coupled with a desire to participate in higher learning at its 
most prominent stage:  
 
“Ja, altså begge mine forældre har gået på universitetet, og det er ligesom også det man 
hører om, altså hvilket universitet skal man gå på (...) Jeg føler i hvert fald lidt at det er for-
ventet.”  
 
(Yes, well, both of my parents have been to university, and it is also the subject one hears 
about, for example which university should one go to (...) I definitely feel as though it is a 
bit expected (OT)). 
 
The eventuality of her choosing to study at an institute such as a gymnasium, and not another 
form of formal education, seems to have been derived from the status of her parents’ academic 
profile. Further evidence from the interview explains her choice in gymnasium studies as her in-
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terests reside in “samfundsfag” (social studies) and “sprog” (language) and the general category of 
sociology and the humanities. 
 
At the same time, when asked about her reasons for choosing gymnasium, Josefine’s sense of de-
mand by gymnasia authorities as juxtaposed to her own motivations are exposed: 
 
“(...) man skal jo bruge det for at komme ind på universitetet i første omgang, og så er det 
også, (...) nogle spændende fag, men der også nogle af fagene hvor at, det bare er noget 
man skal.” 
  
(Well I think it is a combination (...) you need it to enter university in the first place, and 
also it is, (...) some exciting subjects, but there are also some subjects where it is just some-
thing you have to do (OT)).  
 
Thusly, an internalised desire to study at gymnasium is confirmed by the “exciting” effects of some 
of the subjects offered. However, there remain subjects that are compulsory and not entirely sat-
isfactory. Therefore, it seems that although gymnasium was the “natural” method of progression, 
an obstacle of apparently uninteresting subjects must be completed before entering her goal: uni-
versity. The quest for knowledge was only half the motivating factor, though it seems also that her 
preferred subjects of social studies and language were realised during her time at gymnasium.     
 
Education versus labour market 
Whilst retaining her parents’ and siblings’ pattern for attending university, and planning to do so 
herself, her desire to apply for university was also enhanced by instances provided by her teacher 
and an inspired desire to travel, study and work abroad. When asked if the gymnasium had a role 
in her decision to progress to university directly after her studies, she answers:  
 
“Ja det tror jeg (…) Fordi jeg havde sådan nogle andre ideer om hvad jeg ville før gymnasiet.  
(…) altså nok bare det der med at engelsk synes jeg, at, (...) det er vigtigt og også at sam-
fundsfag der har jeg haft en rigtig god lærer som (...) har gjort mig interesseret i (...) det.” 
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(Yes, I think so (...) Because I had some other ideas to what I wanted to do before gymna-
sium (...) Also with the whole question of English, I think that (...) it is important and also 
social studies, where I have had a really good teacher, who (...) made me interested in (...) 
it. (OT)).  
 
Apparently, her desires to pursue further education were somewhat crystallised, heightened and 
sustained by her experiences at the beginning of her final year at gymnasium and were subsidised 
by having a good teacher who inspired her to choose the subjects she wants to engage in further 
on at university.   
Furthermore, when inquired as to why she did not wish to partake in a gap year, she men-
tions having considered it, though the thought of having to work for half a year and then spending 
all the money she earned to travel for the next half, simply did not embolden her to embark upon 
it. Also, having noticed her friends’ difficulties in acquiring a job, this disengaged her from that 
decision and directed her trajectory to pursue other choices. 
 
“Jamen jeg har jo overvejet det, men så tænker jeg bare det der med at så skal man lige ar-
bejde et halvt år, og så alle de penge man tjener det halve år det skal man så bruge på at 
rejse det næste halve år, (...) altså det gider jeg ikke (…) Bare det der med at så skal man 
finde et job og hvad så hvis man ikke finder et job, for jeg kender også en hel del som så ik-
ke har kunne finde det job.” 
 
(Well I did consider it, but then I thought about having to work for half a year, and then all 
the money earned from that you have to use on travelling the next half a year, (...) I don’t 
want to do that (…) Just the whole idea of having to find a job and what if you don’t find a 
job, because I know a bunch of people who couldn’t find that job (OT)). 
 
Accordingly, observing her friends’ difficulties in finding jobs to financially supplement their sab-
baticals, their hardships have reinforced her decision in continuing directly into university studies 
following gymnasium.  
 
Currently in the third and final year of her gymnasium studies, Josefine, following her older and 
twin siblings and both parents, has subsequently decided to apply for Malmö University to study 
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International Migration and Ethnic Relations. The reasons for her applying for such a course are 
that inspiration from her previous travels as an exchange student in Ecuador and her experiences 
working at the girls club seem to have compelled her decision to become involved in humanistic 
endeavours and to pursue a course which will eventually lead to humanitarian efforts.  
 
“(...) året før jeg begyndte i gymnasiet der var jeg i Ecuador, som udvekslingsstudent, og 
(...) jeg (...) føler (...) lidt at jeg sådan har haft et sabbatår på en eller anden måde. Så jeg 
har ligesom været ude og opleve nogle ting, og så tænker jeg også at når jeg er på universi-
tetet, der vil jeg også gerne (...) tage et semester i udlandet og sådan nogle ting.” 
 
((...) the year before I started at gymnasium I was in Ecuador as an exchange student and 
(...) or I feel like I sort of have had a sabbath year in some way or another. So I have been 
out and experienced some things and so I think that when I’m in university, I’ll also (...) 
take a semester abroad and similar things (OT)). 
 
Following this quote, Josefine recognises that her year in Ecuador nullifies her aspirations of par-
taking in a gap year before attending university. 
 
Cultural liberation versus insecurities  
Additionally, she retains her interests in travelling abroad and will integrate them into her univer-
sity studies when stating that “I’ll also (...) take a semester abroad,” which also reinforces her de-
sire to study abroad and travel to different places.  
 Josefine's choice to apply for International Migration and Ethnic Relations, appears to be 
heavily influenced by her interest in social and societal relations and the presumption that the 
study is “spændende” (exciting (OT)).  
 
“(...) det lyder rigtig spændende, og så er den på engelsk, hvilket jeg synes er et plus, og så 
er det bare noget jeg, (...) synes er spændende og godt kunne tænke mig at arbejde med.” 
 
((...) it sounds really exciting, and then it is in English, which I think is a plus and then it is 
just something (...) I think is exciting and would like to work with (OT)). 
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Preceding Josefine’s answer, she quoted that she seemed settled on her decision to progress di-
rectly to university succeeding gymnasium, and, quoting on the scarcity of jobs for young people, 
she proceeds to confess that the experiences gained from partaking in a gap year have already 
been obtained. She progresses to assert that the benefits of a gap year will be better founded if 
she proceeds directly into university. The final sentence conveys notions of autonomy and inde-
pendence, a desire to “leave home” and try something new. It is as though her own life would not 
begin until after departing from the immediate care of her parents.  However, this compulsion to 
leave home, specifically for Sweden, is significantly aided by her sister’s choice in moving to study 
abroad.  
 
“Jeg synes at det er lidt forventet. At jeg skal på universitetet. (...) Min tvillingesøster søger 
ind i Lund, hvilket ligesom har gjort at jeg også har kigget hen mod Sverige, ellers ville jeg 
nok slet ikke have overvejet at tage til Sverige.” 
 
(I think it is a bit expected. That I should study at university. (...) My twin sister is applying 
to study at Lund, which has also made me look towards Sweden, or else I probably 
wouldn’t even have considered going to Sweden (OT)). 
 
The significance of this passage is implied in the influence of her twin sister. It would only be con-
jecture, should we infer that Josefine's chose to travel because of her sister. Yet the decision made 
by her to travel to Sweden to study has been heavily determined by her. Subsequently, the desire 
to pursue “a life of her own,” independence and autonomy, is somewhat damped by the comfort-
ing notion of her sister living nearby.  
 
Josefine conveys her intentions of working abroad following her university studies and concerning 
her future life plans. This could be noted as an internalised factor for choosing to enter university 
immediately following gymnasium. Her intentions are clear, to work or continue studying abroad- 
as long as it involves work foreign to familiar surroundings.  
 
Nadja: “Du sagde noget med at du føler at netop ved at tage på universitetet, så er det no-
get du får mulighed for senere hen, (...) at rejse og så videre, hvad mener du med det?” 
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Josefine: “Altså det der med at tage et semester i udlandet på et andet universitet, eller 
praktik eller sådan noget i den stil (...) jeg kunne rigtig godt tænke mig og (...) arbejde i ud-
landet.” 
 
(Nadja: You said something about that you feel that by partaking in university, it is some-
thing that you’ll get an opportunity for later on, to travel and so on, what do you mean by 
that? 
 
Josefine: Well all that involves taking a semester abroad at another university, or intern-
ship or something like that. (...) I would really like to work abroad (OT)). 
 
Josefine seems intent on studying her option in English. The word “spændende” (exciting) is often 
used in her reasoning for partaking in an English instructed course. This is interesting as her rea-
soning seems to emerge from internal patterns of excitement rather than a calculated and in-
formed process of contemplation6.  
 Indeed, the decision will contribute to her international academic profile and professes that 
it is of interest to her, that it is “naturligt” (natural) and the concept of studying abroad is rein-
forced by her desire to study with people in an international milieu. The reason why she wishes to 
study in English is stated in the following extract:   
 
“(...) Altså jeg føler mig sådan, altså god i engelsk, så jeg tror ikke at det bliver et problem, 
(...) Også synes jeg også bare at det er vigtigt at kunne det rigtig godt, (...) til senere. (...) Og 
også det der med at, (...) at der på uddannelsen, regner jeg med, at der er sådan mange 
forskellige slags mennesker, (...) netop fordi den er engelsksproget, så det ikke kun er sven-
skere, og nogle danskere, men også, altså, fra mange forskellige lande” 
 
((...) Well I feel that I’m kind of, well, good at English so I don’t think it will be a problem, 
(...) Also, I think it is important to be very good at it, (...) for later. (...) Also the thing about, 
(...) this education, I would imagine there being many different kinds of people, (...) pre-
                                                          
6
 It should be noted that the number of notions concerning excitement are escalated in answering ques-
tions concerning life following university, not during. An impression is thereby given that Josefine has some 
impression of what she would like to pursue subsequent to university studies.  
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cisely because it is instructed in English, so it’s not just Swedes, and some Danes, but also 
from many different countries (OT)).  
 
Josefine’s attraction to a course offered in English stems from her professed competence in the 
English language, yet also from the impression that there are people from many different coun-
tries, and not just Scandinavians, who will also be attending the course. One can assume that this 
fascination with anything but Denmark has lead to her decision of partaking in an international 
study course.  
 
Josefine’s desire to travel abroad becomes evident in the following quotes: 
 
“(...) jeg synes der er nogle mere spændende muligheder i udlandet, i forhold til Danmark, i 
hvert fald i forhold til det jeg gerne vil studere. (...) der er en [uddannelse, red.] der ligner i 
Danmark, men det er sådan i Esbjerg (...) den findes nok en masse andre steder, men det 
var lige Malmö hvor den findes på engelsk, så behøver jeg ikke kunne svensk lige fra star-
ten” (Underlining added) 
 
 (Yes (...) I think there are more exciting opportunities abroad, compared to Denmark, at 
least in regards to what I want to study (...). the education is only available there, there is a 
similar one in Denmark but it is located in Esbjerg (...) it is probably available many places 
but Malmö is where it is instructed in English, so I will not have to be able to speak Swedish 
from the beginning (OT)). 
 
According to this extract, Josefine seems enamoured by the opportunity of travelling outside of 
Denmark to begin her tertiary education. There may have been possibilities within Danish borders, 
for example, in Esbjerg, though her resolve to migrate could be seen as compelling her to begin 
abroad. Surmising Josefine’s compulsion to study beyond Denmark, one may conclude that other 
factors have influenced this decision. Josefine provides further examples of a desire for independ-
ence supplemented by the security of familial intervention.  
 
“Nej, (...) jeg vil også gerne rejse og jeg har (…), kigget på forskellige ting som jeg godt kun-
ne tænke mig at gøre, men ja, jeg føler bare at jeg sådan har fået nogle af de ting allerede 
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og at jeg vil kunne få flere af de ting ved at tage på universitetet. Altså også bare det der 
med at starte et eller andet, mit eget liv, altså flytte hjemmefra og (…)” (Underlining added) 
 
(No, (…) I would also like to travel and I have (...) been looking at different things, that I 
would like to do, but yes, I just feel that I have attained some of these things already and 
that I would acquire more of them by entering university. And also the thing about starting 
something, my own life, leave home and (OT)). 
 
Josefine persists in her appraisal of entering university directly following gymnasium, and not in 
the partaking of a sabbatical year.  
 
“Ja, jeg har lidt svært ved at forholde mig til om fem år, (...) så det er bare en uddannelse 
som jeg synes lyder rigtig spændende (...) og så håber jeg at det kan føre til noget spæn-
dende også” (Underlining added) 
 
(Yes, I find it difficult to continue in five years, (...) so it is just an education, which I think 
sounds very exciting (...) and I hope it will also lead to something exciting (OT)). 
 
Again, the phrase “exciting” is emphasised to portray the desire to pursue an education. The de-
sire seems to be internalised, influenced by familial affiliations and enhanced by teachers and the 
prospects inherent in the subject itself and its implications for her plans to work and/or study 
abroad following university. However, the term “sounds exciting” (emphasis added) denotes 
whimsical fancy and short termed consideration, rather than a lifelong goal or something to pur-
sue as a career or dream.  
 
Conclusion 
In conclusion, one can infer that Josefine has an enamoured fascination with migrating to a coun-
try outside of Denmark. This devotion seems to have cultivated from her travels to Ecuador, where 
she feels as though the experiences one can obtain from a gap year had already been attained. 
The enthused desire to travel is also exacerbated by her intentions to travel abroad for a semester 
during her university studies. Her parents play an influential role in her decision, as she believes 
that the choice to continue to university is somewhat expected of her. Josefine also expresses her 
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hopes of working abroad someday; congruent with the notion studying abroad and working with 
people in a humanitarian effort. The quote that the education “sounds very exciting,” and not “is 
exciting,” nonetheless, also discloses that her aspirations seem fanciful, not based on preliminary 
analysis, but contrived in the present moment and infatuated upon when mentioning her sister 
and the subjects available to her, specifically those instructed in English and that relate to ethnic 
aid.       
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Maria Interview Analysis  
Introducing Maria 
This analysis is based on the data constructed from an interview with Maria on the 23rd of April in 
Roskilde. Maria is a Danish female at the age of 19 who will graduate from Roskilde Gymnasium in 
the summer of 2014, where after she plans to enroll at Roskilde University. Previously, she took 
swimming classes in her spare time, though now works as a part-time bartender for the European 
Bartender School and spends most of her time studying homework.  
 
Education versus the labour market 
Maria comes from a non-academic family where neither her mother nor father have a university 
education. Her father works as a warehouse operative and her mother is a social and health care 
worker. Maria also has a younger sister who is about to finish primary school and enroll in gymna-
sium, where she has applied for the same study line as her older sister. Maria believes that she has 
inspired her little sister to do so, for which she is really glad, as she does not think her little sister 
would be involved in much else otherwise. As it will show in the extract below, Maria has previ-
ously experienced difficulties sustaining her motivation in school, which could be the reason why 
she is quite pleased with her sisters choice to apply for gymnasium. 
The only person within her immediate family who has a university education is her step-
mother, who worked as a laboratory technician, before enrolling at Roskilde University to study 
social science. Maria considers her stepmother a big inspiration for her own choices of studying: 
 
“Ja, (...) hun er nok den, der (...) har hjulpet mig mest og skubbet mig mest hen af den bane, 
(...) da jeg gik i folkeskolen, der gad jeg virkelig ikke i skole (...) Det er lidt ligesom mange 
andre, men jeg var meget træt af det, og så hjalp hun mig og sagde: ”Jeg synes, du skulle 
prøve gymnasiet” og så tænkte jeg: ”Okay, det gør jeg” og så fandt jeg ud af, det var meget 
fedt.” 
 
(Yes, (...) she is probably the person who (...) has helped me the most and pushed me 
mostly towards that direction, (...) when I went to primary school, I really did not want to 
go to school (...) It is a bit like many others, but I was very sick of it, and then she helped 
me and said: “I think you should try gymnasium” and then I thought: “Okay, I will” and I 
found out that it was really cool (OT)). 
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Maria emphasises that both of her parents are happy with her decision of continuing to university 
directly after gymnasium graduation: 
 
“(...) jeg tror, de er meget glade. (...) De synes begge to, det er rigtig flot at jeg (...) har valgt 
at tage (...) en lidt højere uddannelse, end de selv har, tror jeg (...) Så det er de meget glade 
for.” 
 
((...) I think they are very happy about it. (...) They both think that it is really impressive that 
I (...) have chosen (...) a bit higher education than they have themselves, I think. (...) So they 
are really happy about it (OT)).  
 
As visible in the quotes above, Maria’s stepmother has played an important role when deciding 
whether or not to attend university and as her biological parents do not have a higher education, 
the stepmother has acted more as a role model in this matter. Furthermore, when Maria considers 
her parents’ and her stepmother’s lives and how (dis)satisfied they seem to be with their jobs, she 
subsequently confides in higher education in order to avoid a job that would hinder her satisfac-
tion:   
 
“(...) min papmor (...) har altid virket mere glad for sit arbejde (...) end min egen far og mor 
gjorde (...) hun har altid været sådan (...): ”Ja, det er fedt det her, jeg laver noget, jeg godt 
kan lide”, hvorimod min far som arbejder på et lager, han brokker sig tit over det (...) det er 
ikke lige det, han havde drømt om (...) jeg tror bare man har større mulighed for at (...) gøre 
det man vil, hvis man tager en længere uddannelse.” (Underlining added) 
 
((...) my stepmother has always seemed more happy about her work (...) than my own fa-
ther and mother have (...) she has always been like (...): “Yes, this is cool, I am doing some-
thing that I like”, whereas my father who works at a warehouse, he often complains about 
it (...) it is not exactly what he dreamed of (...) I just think you have more options to (...) do 
what you want if you take a longer education (OT)).  
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Observing this extract, it becomes visible that Maria has examples in her life of how she does and 
does not want to eventually orient towards, work wise. She experiences first hand, what she be-
lieves to be, the “consequences” of not having an academic education when listening to her fa-
ther’s dissatisfied attitude towards his job. It seems like she is very determined to prevent herself 
from experiencing discontent in regards to her future job, as her father apparently does. There-
fore, her parents are also happy that she chooses to take a higher education. Thusly has Maria 
been motivated by both her fears and her desires during the decision making process at this turn-
ing point in her life. 
 Another interesting aspect in this quote, is that Maria believes that one’s opportunities for 
working with what you want increases with higher education. It seems that she is extremely focus-
sed on securing herself as much as possible into finding a job within her interests, and due to her 
above mentioned believe, she does this by investing in a longer education. It can then be consid-
ered if Maria genuinely wishes to attend university and become really engaged in it, or if she 
rather sees it as a mean to achieve what she wants - a job that she truly finds interesting, even 
though she might not be sure of what that is at the moment.     
 
Maria has previously thought of becoming a veterinary nurse or enrolling in an animal keeper edu-
cation at a technical college, but she decided to go to gymnasium instead, as she regards a gymna-
sium education to expand the number of possibilities being made available. Furthermore she did 
not posses the required amount of knowledge about the veterinary nursing education. To this she 
notes, interestingly:  
 
“(...) ja, der var flere muligheder og der kunne man jo stadig godt lære at passe dyr bagef-
ter, hvis det var det man ville (...) ” 
 
((...) yes, there were more options and one could still learn to take care of animals after-
wards, if that was what one wanted (...) (OT)).  
 
Maria has obviously had a clear idea about gymnasium opening more opportunities for her, and 
even though she loves animals and could see herself working within that area, she seems confi-
dent that it can still be achieved after graduating from gymnasium. As written earlier, she regards 
“a longer education” to open up for an increasing amount of possibilities, which is partly why she 
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has chosen both the gymnasium and a university education. A way of interpreting this can there-
fore be, that Maria will rather wait/postpone the animal keeper education despite her interest in 
it, as she would rather have the gymnasium education as a backup/the safe choice with more 
sense of security for her future decisions.    
 
Regarding her choice of applying to Roskilde University, it is owed both to practical and personal 
reasons. First of all, the university offers subjects of her interest, namely sociology and philosophy, 
and secondly, the campus is situated in proximity to her current home, thus it seemed like the 
best option for her. Furthermore, she attended Roskilde University’s open house arrangement, 
where she enjoyed the atmosphere and felt that people were positive and accommodating - the 
same feeling she has at Roskilde Gymnasium. This could indicate that her positive experience at 
Roskilde Gymnasium, has affected her expectations, as she hopes to find a university that lives up 
to these standards, which Roskilde University seems to do for her.    
 Besides her stepmother being an essential inspiration for her, her best friend from the gym-
nasium has also influenced her choice of studying directly after graduation: 
 
“(...) min bedste veninde i gymnasiet (...) er (...) meget fagligt klog og (...) skal læse videre, 
når hun kommer hjem fra Australien, og (...) hun har også hjulpet mig med at have (...) 
større lyst til at (...) gå i skole.” 
 
((...) my best friend in the gymnasium (...) is (...) very academically smart and (...) is continu-
ing her studies when she returns from Australia, and (...) she has also helped me a lot into 
having (...) a greater desire to (...) go to school (OT)).   
 
Maria’s best friend in the gymnasium has had a positive effect on her and has presumably given 
her even more courage to continue her studies at a university. This is exemplified in the preceding 
quote, with her friend having “helped” her to increase her desires to continue pursuing a univer-
sity education. Following this it seems as though the pattern of companionship played a role in her 
choosing higher education.   
 
Even though Maria is determined to continue to university, she overall wants to do it on her own 
terms and “få det overstået” (“get it over with”) (OT) as soon as possible so she can engage in 
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something that truly interests her. The demands and regulations from the government is not 
something that specifically concerns her but she does however stress, that she would never enroll 
in a study that did not qualify for financial support, that is, SU (Education Maintenance Allowance 
(OT)):7  
 
“(...) jeg ville aldrig læse noget, hvor jeg ikke fik SU (...) det ville jeg ikke have det så godt 
med, for så skulle jeg arbejde ved siden af og så ville man blive stresset (...) så det har nok 
påvirket det lidt.” 
 
( (...) I would never study something where I did not receive SU (...) I would not feel good 
about that, because then I would have to work at the same time and you would be 
stressed (...) so that has probably affected me a bit (OT)).   
 
According to the quote, It appears that economy also has an impact on her choice, and when 
asked about what she would do if she could choose freely with no financial concerns, she replied: 
 
“(...) så tror jeg nok, jeg ville være blevet dyrepasser, men (...) der er også nogle krav (...) til 
det (...) Faktisk har jeg også kigget på at blive zoolog, fordi der var også lidt med dyr, men 
også lidt højere fagligt niveau, men (...) så skulle man have biologi på A-niveau og (...) ma-
tematik på A-niveau og jeg er ikke så god til matematik (...) Det er svært med alle de krav, 
synes jeg.” (Underlining added) 
 
( (...) then I think I would have become an animal keeper, but (...) there are also some de-
mands (...) for that (...). I have actually also considered becoming a zoologist as it is also 
about animals but also contains academically higher level but (...) then you need biology at 
A-level and (...) mathematics on A-level and I am not good at mathematics (...) It is difficult 
with all those demands, I think (OT)).  
 
In this quote, she clearly states that she finds it difficult to navigate through all the demands re-
garding her further studies, and it affects her in her decision of what and where to study. She 
                                                          
7 SU: Statens Uddannelsesstøtte. http://www.su.dk/omSU/Sider/default.aspx 
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chose to apply for Roskilde University as it would grant her the liberty to choose both sociology 
and philosophy as well as qualifying her for financial support. 
 
  The main reason for Maria to apply for university is due to the opportunities it opens: 
 
“Der er større chance for at få et job måske, når man kommer ud, fordi at der er ikke ligeså 
mange, der tager en (...) bestemt universitetsuddannelse, som der måske er af folk der ta-
ger en bestemt erhvervsuddannelse og jeg vil rigtig gerne have et job, når jeg kommer ud 
og kan tjene nogen penge.” 
 
(There might be a greater chance to get a job when you are done, because there are not as 
many who takes a (...) certain university education as there are people who take a voca-
tional education, and I really want a job when I am done and to make some money (OT)).  
 
Maria establishes the importance for her to find regular work when having finished university, and 
she sees an academic education as some sort of security for the future. To put it in another way; 
Maria sees her studies as an investment for obtaining the life she wants - a security for a reliable 
economy as well as security of having her job-related desires fulfilled. As earlier mentioned she 
wants a job that she truly would enjoy: 
 
“ (...) et job jeg kan lide og ikke bliver ked af over på et tidspunkt.” 
 
( (...) a job that I like and will not be sad about at any point (OT)).  
 
Adding to this, it seems she is already now rather determined to enroll in the master’s degree pro-
gramme as well: 
 
“Jeg vil nok tage kandidaten, fordi jeg har hørt, at man har ikke så stor mulighed for at få 
job, hvis man kun tager bacheloren. Men der kunne man måske holde et sabbatår dér (...) 
hvis at det blev for hårdt, det må man lige se på, når man kommer dertil.” 
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(I will probably do the master’s degree programme, because I have heard that you do not 
have a great chance of finding a job, if you only take the bachelor programme. But then I 
could maybe take a sabbatical year then (...) if it became too hard, I will have to look at 
that when I get there (OT)).  
 
Cultural liberation versus insecurities   
When Maria started at Roskilde Gymnasium, she was not sure if she would apply for university 
after graduation - the gymnasium, however, has evidently contributed to her decision of applying 
to university - even though it was partly by coincidence: 
 
“(...) først så ville jeg ikke, skulle (...) ikke have haft samfundsfag nemlig, og det fik jeg så 
ved en fejl, fordi der ikke var nok, der ville have min linje og så fandt jeg faktisk ud af at det 
var det fag jeg bedst kunne lide, så det har påvirket mig meget til at jeg gerne vil læse vide-
re med noget sociologi og samfundsfag, hvert fald.” 
 
((...) first I did not want to, was (...) not supposed to have social science and I got that by 
mistake, because there was not enough wanting to attend my line, and then I actually real-
ised, that was the subject I liked the most, so that has affected me a lot to continue study-
ing something within sociology and social science at least (OT)).   
 
Besides her growing interest in sociology, gymnasium also gave her a lot of useful qualities benefi-
cial for university studies: she improved her collaboration skills, became acquainted with new 
people and gained a lot of new knowledge, exemplified with the subject of philosophy, which she 
finds very interesting, as this class has taught her to see things from different perspectives. She 
values interdisciplinary approaches which also supports her wish of attending Roskilde University 
where she plans to select her subjects on the basis of this principle.      
 
When being asked for the reason(s) for choosing to continue her studies directly after graduation, 
her current living situation seems to be a major factor, as she cannot reside there if she is not en-
rolled in an education. Furthermore, she suspects that if she does not start in the immediate fu-
ture, she will not retain the motivation for studying later on:  
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“Jeg tror, at hvis jeg tog et år fri, så ville jeg ikke have lyst til at gå tilbage til skolen, fordi så 
har man fået lov at være (...) lidt fri (...), og så synes man, det er bedre (...) jeg er allerede 
(...) lidt træt af alt det her skolegang, så jeg vil bare gerne have det overstået så hurtigt som 
muligt og så komme videre.” (Underlining added) 
 
(I think, if I took a year off, I would not want to go back to school, because then you have 
had the opportunity to be (...) a bit free (...), and then you think it is better (...) I am already 
(...) a bit sick of all this schooling, so I just want to get it over with as soon as possible and 
then move on (OT)).  
 
This tells us that Maria has a clear conception of how a sabbatical year will affect her - she consid-
ers it a sort of freedom that one does not want to deviate from when first having experienced it. 
One might argue that she then chooses to continue her studies directly after graduation to some 
extent out of fear; the fear of not wanting or being able to motivate herself to continue after hav-
ing had this freedom. It appears that she ‘knows’ herself well enough to make a decision that 
seems right for her. Even though the majority of her classmates are taking time off after gradua-
tion, for instance to travel, personally, she feels that the travelling has to wait, and both her 
friends and family are supporting this decision: 
 
“(...) de synes det er godt (...) det har de (...) opfordret mig til.” 
 
( (...) they think it is good (...) they have encouraged me (OT)) 
   
To some extent, it can be argued that Maria has strengthened her self-motivation and gained a lot 
more courage at Roskilde Gymnasium than she initially believed she would. The following extract 
shows that she was positively surprised with the degree of difficulty, which she actually thought to 
be even more demanding than previously anticipated: 
 
“(...) faktisk havde jeg regnet med at det ville blive meget sværere og hårdere end det var, 
men jeg synes det var rigtig fedt (...) selvfølgelig har det været hårdt(...) men ikke så hårdt 
som jeg havde regnet med (...)” 
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((...) I had actually thought that it would be a lot harder and more difficult than it was, but I 
thought it was really cool (....) of course it was hard (...) but not as hard as I thought it 
would be (...) (OT)).  
 
Given that Maria has previously found it tiring to attend school, she underestimated herself and 
her ability to complete her studies, while she concurrently expected gymnasium to be more de-
manding than it is. It seems that this has propelled and given her self-confidence propulsion. 
 
Conclusion 
Concluding on this analysis, we see that Maria deviates from the study related norms in her family 
and the majority of her classmates, which, for her, is presumably a motivation factor in itself as 
she does not want to end up in a job situation like her father, who regularly complains about his 
job. On the contrary, she wants a job that she truly finds interesting - like her stepmother - which 
seems to be the leading motivation factor for her desire to undertake an academic education. In 
order to be privileged enough to find a job that matches one’s desires, Maria believes that a uni-
versity education, and preferably including a master’s degree, will provide assurance for a more 
secure transition. Despite her uncertainty towards educational demands, she seems determined 
to complete her studies as quickly as possible, as she longs for the time where she, hopefully, will 
be able to work with whatever she enjoys the most.   
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Combined Analysis 
This chapter will extract noticeable patterns present in the previous individual analyses. The inter-
viewees’ salient qualities shall be juxtaposed and compared in order to establish which patterns 
are identifiable and what exceptions support or contradict our problem statement.  
 
Friendship and Familial Motivations 
Familial and friendship motivations were a constant and detectable trait during the analysis of the 
individual interviews. Josefine displays the repercussions from her family relations the same way 
Christine’s parents seem to have “expected” a degree of accomplishment from her, and believed 
university to be a totally viable option for progression. For Josefine, having observed her friend’s 
difficulties in obtaining jobs to supplement their financial needs in sustaining a sabbatical year, 
was also seen as an discouraging factor to not choose a gap year.  
 
Additionally, Christine’s interest in music, which eventually became her inspiration to attend Co-
penhagen University and engage in higher education, had originated after observing her younger 
brother playing a guitar; a result deriving from familial and her own incentives.  
 
Maria finds motivation from her close relations, specifically of her stepmother and close friend at 
the gymnasium. In the analysis it is introduced that Maria’s father is dissatisfied with his current 
job situation, which is seen as motivation for choosing university along with the encouragement 
from her stepmother. Her friend also offered considerable aid to the decision to study directly 
succeeding gymnasium, as she provided the academic incentive based on the help she received 
and the example set during her course at gymnasium.  
 
Subject Motivations 
Apparent in the interviews is a general allure to the subjects intended to be studied at the univer-
sities the interviewees are applying to. Christine, Josefine and Maria endeavour to, respectively, 
study to be a Bachelor of Arts (BA) in Musicology at Copenhagen University, International Migra-
tion and Ethnic Relations at Malmö University and Philosophy and Social Science at Roskilde Uni-
versity. As is consistently demonstrated in the interview with her, Christine may be an exception 
to the others considering that all of her educational decisions following ‘folkeskolen’ (compulsory 
public education) were contingent upon the presence of music related possibilities. 
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Concerning Josefine, her trajectory implies that her travelling to Ecuador as an exchange student 
and working with people in her spare time at a girls club in Copenhagen, motivated her decision to 
study International Migration and Ethnic relations in Malmö. Her infatuation with the subject may 
also be contributed to the course being instructed in English. Josefine appears only motivated by 
the concept of the subject being “exciting,” and that it is something she “thinks” she will orient 
towards working with in the future. Working with people outside of Denmark and working abroad 
seem to be the primary motivational factors influencing her to study the mentioned course. 
 
Maria’s subject motivation seems less clear than the other interviewees, yet shares similar pat-
terns with Josefine in that her intentions on what to engage with following gymnasium seem to 
have crystallised or somewhat had taken form during her time at gymnasium.  
 It seems as if Maria’s interests for the chosen subjects were accidental, as it was not in-
tended for her to acquire social science as a subject. The study is therefore interpreted to be a 
backup plan for her, replacing the initial motivating factor for entering upper secondary  education 
and her real passion - working with animals. 
 
Personal Motivations 
Josefine’s choice of continuing her education after graduation was inspired and motivated by her 
personal interest in travelling and her involvement in the girls club. She wants to work with immi-
grants and aid them in the best way possible.  
 
Maria elaborates on her relatively uninspired motivation as she simply determines to complete a 
bachelor and masters education “as soon as possible” in order to acquire a job and earn money. It 
is apparent from the interview that an internal interest and passion for the subject itself is not the 
underlying fundament for her continuation into university studies, though merely a means to al-
low for further opportunities and the acquisition of wealth. 
 Another crucial factor for all three girls when choosing their university was location. The rea-
sons, however are all different. They all seek independence but Christine does so by desiring to 
move to Copenhagen, away from her family, Josefine seeks the thrill of living (and studying) 
abroad, while Maria requires her study to be situated close by, fulfilling obligations that allow her 
to remain in student accommodation.   
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Discussion of Analyses 
In the following chapter we will reflect upon the content of our combined analysis, as well as ap-
plying the chosen theories to our hermeneutic interpretations. The theories of Thomas Ziehe, 
Zygmunt Bauman, George Herbert Mead, Zoltán Dörnyei and Ema Ushioda will be critically evalu-
ated, and the results will be measured alongside our problem statement in order to discern how 
effectual and what implications the findings may possibly bear on the three interviewees.  
 
Christine, Josefine and Maria each share comparable traits when considering the reasons for ap-
plying to their respective universities, Copenhagen University, Malmö University and Roskilde Uni-
versity. Each of them, to some extent, were influenced by either familial or friendly relations. 
Christine was likely to consider higher education after receiving support from her parents in the 
form of her being told: “everything is possible for me”.  
 
In accordance with Bauman’s nomad versus pilgrim theory, it seems as though there was no pre-
set trajectory for Christine to follow, as would be the case for the pilgrim. Her parents instigated 
an ambitious journey devoid of boundaries or limitations, thus implementing a sense of freedom 
and with that a degree of cultural liberation. As previously mentioned in the theory section, cul-
tural liberation implies that the traditions that marked and embedded modernity are no longer 
adhered to, and are rather displaced and diffused. The conformity and submission to predefined 
occupations are not evident in this quote, thus supporting Bauman’s nomad theory in consonance 
with pursuing her own path. 
 When looking at the answers given by Josefine and Maria, we find different patterns. 
Josefine shows to be a pilgrim as her route is more or less given in advance by parents who both 
attended university and have, knowingly or unknowingly, imposed expectations on her. Maria on 
the other hand, comprises qualifications both as pilgrim and a nomad: she has not experienced 
any preset route from her parents regarding education, and she clearly seeks to extract meaning 
in what holds relevance and value to herself, namely to ensure herself a bright future career. 
However, seen from the view of a pilgrim, Maria has not been completely without familial influ-
ence, as she follows her stepmother’s footsteps when enrolling at Roskilde University. In all three 
instances, however, it becomes evident that the social and cultural influences from their immedi-
ate family have played an important role. This section is interesting as it shows, that even though 
our three interviewees all have chosen to apply for university, their decisions emerge from differ-
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ent conditions - one follows her own trajectory and desires, one follows the route of her parents 
and one is a mixture of both. Thusly, different backgrounds and diverse motivational factors could 
possibly lead to the same outcome.         
 
A general tendency in the interviewees’ answers is that they all three consider a university educa-
tion to be somewhat expected of them. Regarding Thomas Ziehe’s Prestationsprincipen, the the-
ory may be implementable on Christine as she asserts that her decision may be derived from no-
tions of availability and possibilities, as the status of her parents has inferred a sense of ‘living up 
to,’ or affirming, expectations due to their own successes and achievements. This is also notice-
able when looking at Josefine’s and Maria’s answers, as Josefine views her own educational choice 
of being somewhat expected, from both parents and “others”. 
 Maria, too, appears to find a university education to be somewhat expected, but more im-
portantly she considers it to be necessary to undertake. She recognises the contingency upon her 
best friend’s motivational effects increasing her desire to enter university studies. Abandoned to 
her own devices, Maria would have resorted to animal care, though, and in accordance with Ziehe, 
she follows a major influence rather than determining to follow this desire. Maria values the intui-
tion of higher education, it seems desirable to her following her stepmother’s input, though the 
instinct seems whimsical and non-discursively adjusted, ensuing intuitive protocol rather than a 
premeditated and deliberate effort to pursue what she desires most. Additionally, Ziehe com-
ments on the consequences of post-modernity regarding a motivational crisis, the effects of which 
have deterred Maria from pursuing the demanding qualifications necessary to become a veteri-
nary nurse. In this regard Maria is seen to be discursively adjusted in following what is considered 
to be attainable to her. This pattern is less evident in the interviews with Christine and Josefine. 
According to Zoltán Dörnyei and Ema Ushioda “human actions is always embedded in a number of 
physical and psychological settings” (Dörnyei & Ushioda, 2011, p. 25), and contextual influences, 
such as the three interviewees' peer groups and families, appear to have played a vital factor be-
hind their choice to continue to university. 
 On the basis of the section above, it becomes visible that the three girls have been influ-
enced by others and presumably exposed to some sort of pressure in regards to determining their 
own educational routes. We have observed a general allure from the interviewees to the subjects 
they intend to study at the different universities, instances concerning pre-knowledge about the 
courses, however, appears quite scarce and as mildly justified decisions. Following Thomas Ziehe, 
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the postmodern society has created  pressure on the youth to realise their own identity - as the 
most conspicuous, Christine certainly appears to be very certain of who she, as an individual, 
wants to be. This resoluteness does not appear to be as dominating a feature for either Josefine or 
Maria.  
 
Ziehe identifies freedom versus choices as the occurrence where young people compare them-
selves to others in an attempt to ‘realise’ oneself in the ‘ocean of opportunities’ available to them. 
Christine perceives herself through the view of her  brother, who seemingly possesses a clearer 
definition of his interests and hobbies, thus defining herself through the observance of her family. 
This would support Mead’s dialectical, the realisation or negotiation of oneself through the exter-
nally observed ‘me’ in order to establish the observer, the internal “I”. Interestingly, Christine de-
viated, to some extent, from her parents’ instruction, which will be addressed further in the dis-
cussion. 
 The same is visible in the interview with Josefine, who detects a comparison between her 
parents, her sister and her teacher: the parents as they have both attended university, the sister 
who is also going to study in Sweden, and her teacher who inspired her to study further within 
social studies. She thusly uses others for inspiration and guidance which helps her in the process of 
finding and making sense of herself. For Maria, it is somewhat different as she finds distinct inspi-
ration in her stepmother, who is most likely the foundation for Maria’s belief that: “I just think you 
have more options to (...) do what you want if you take a longer education.”  It seems evident that 
all of the interviewees need the comparison and influence of others to try and make sense of 
themselves, but it can then be discussed if they are true to their own desires rather than letting 
other influences take control. As mentioned, contextual influences have evidently played a big part 
in the interviewees’ life. Mainstream motivational psychology, focuses to a great extent on this 
tendency and are exploring “how motivation develops and emerges through the complex interac-
tions between self and context” (Dörnyei & Ushioda, 2011, p. 70).  
 Josefine states in her interview that applying for university was in some ways expected of 
her, and she regards the attendance of university to be “the choice one hears about” which can 
possibly refer to what Ziehe terms secondary experiences. She has gained information and knowl-
edge of university attendance previous to experiencing it herself, and it has presumably influenced 
her choice of study as she regards it as “a bit expected.” Likewise, Maria has obtained secondary 
experiences by gaining knowledge (from where we do not know) about the job market’s lack of job 
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positions for bachelors who have not done the master’s degree - she has thereby created a seem-
ingly permanent fear for the security of her future career. On the contrary, Christine does not 
seem to have any direct secondary experiences that are visible from are constructed data - she is 
sure of her true desire in music and does not seem to question it further. 
Josefine displays a particular resilience to the trajectories chosen by her school friends, and 
relative to Ziehe’s theory of young people being non-discursively adjusted, Josefine differs from 
this theoretical framework. Rather than following her personal relations she seems to act discur-
sively adjusted by acknowledging the limitations and insecurities in terms of not settling to allow 
her educational choices to coincide with her personal life. For her, it seems important to ensure 
some sort of security for her future and she does not want to be in an endless job hunt. Thusly it 
can be claimed, that if she did not have these specific acquaintances and was not aware of the 
current job market situation, she may have chosen an alternative path after gymnasium gradua-
tion. Maria also exhibits notions of parental and friendship related motivations, specifically of her 
stepmother and close friend at the gymnasium, and it seems quite evident that both Christine, 
Josefine and Maria has been exposed to social influences  by both peers and family, though Chris-
tine appears to be less affected than the other interviewees. 
 
Josefine’s sibling has also been a major factor in influencing her decision to study at Malmö Uni-
versity, and a notable point to be stated is that although culturally liberated to partake in almost 
any form of education available to her, Josefine insists on remaining in  the proximity of something 
or someone familiar in order to escape the anxiety of seclusion. In terms of Bauman’s Liquid Mod-
ernity and Ziehe’s Cultural Liberation theories, the trajectory expected or predefined by Josefine’s 
situation is to a greater degree more predictable than one might assume. Both of her parents at-
tended university, though simultaneously she wishes to travel and seek to be responsible for her 
own learning independent of her parent’s immediate provision, much like her sister. However, in 
order to avoid the feelings associated with “Unsicherheit,” consolation is sought in the safety of 
her sister’s experiences.  
 
Worthy to mention is also the impact that Josefine’s teacher has had upon her choice of study, 
altering it to a course coinciding with social studies. In accordance with the contextual influences 
mentioned in the Dörnyei and Ushioda section in the Theory chapter, one of the social/cultural 
influences that has, in some ways, affected Josefine’s choice of study is a teacher from Roskilde 
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Gymnasium, who has helped generate in her the interest for social science. Clearly, Josefine’s 
teacher has been a decisive motivational factor for her choice of study and this exact choice may 
result in having an impact on her future career. The influence her teacher has had on her, indicate 
that teacher behaviour indeed can serve as a powerful motivational tool, as stated by Zoltán 
Dörnyei and Ema Ushioda, however, this is not an identifiably general pattern in the two other 
interviews.  
Josefine’s choice of continuing her education after graduation has also been inspired and 
motivated by her personal interest in travelling and her involvement in the girls’ club. This is an 
example of how Thomas Ziehe regards the change of young people’s mindsets - the reason that 
Josefine has maintained her motivation towards this field, is because it orients around herself and 
her life world, she relates and follows her own true desires - a liberty, to some degree, foreign to 
previous generations. Thusly, the example furthermore supports Ziehe’s methodology of “Kulturel 
afhierarkisering” as the important aspects of Josefine’s work have connections to her everyday 
life. This is also the case for Christine who has a clear connection between her chosen study in 
music and her everyday life and main interests. However, as already touched upon, Maria does 
not seem to have a detectably direct relation between her studies and her everyday life. It appears 
as though the job as an animal keeper is of more interest to her, as she even states that she would 
have chosen this study if have there been no financial concerns. Following Ziehe, Maria is then 
more likely to face even more scrutiny as it might prove hard for her to maintain a good working 
spirit.    
 
Both Josefine and Christine seek independence through their choice of studies. Josefine’s choice of 
study orients her to Malmö, away from her parents and towards independence - although she is 
leaving from her parents she still retains a familiar face in her journey towards adulthood, as her 
and her twin sister are going to reside in close proximity in Sweden. For Christine, her path to-
wards independence leads her to Copenhagen where she has chosen to study music, even though 
she was encouraged to study journalism by her father, which demonstrates a sense of self de-
pendence and autonomy. Even though her parents declared anything to be possible for her, their 
expectations of what she is capable of are revealed in the father’s desire for her to become a jour-
nalist. Christine deviates from this path and expounds upon her personal desires to pursue musi-
cology - an apt example of cultural liberation, as she as an individual has made a choice upon her 
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desires and dreams. Maria on the other hand appears to mainly focus on a sense of security, as 
she seems very determined not to end up in a job she does not like.  
 
As noted in the analyses, Josefine appears mainly motivated by the concept and contingency of 
the subject being “exciting,” that the subject be taught in English and that it is something she 
“thinks” she will orient towards working with in the future. This notion relates well to the idea 
Zygmunt Bauman presents regarding the Liquid Modern view on education, as the way she articu-
lates her desire and her future prospects, suggests that her view on the educational process she is 
about to undertake, is as a tool for the future more so than an academic journey. Josefine knows 
what purpose her education serves and willingly undertakes it and uses it is a tool to work with 
people abroad. This tendency is a general factor in all three interviews. Christine’s main cause to 
apply for university seems to be based upon her primary goal in life - to work with music in some 
fashion. Maria’s subject motivation seems less clear than the other interviewees, an internal in-
terest and passion for the subject itself is not the underlying fundament for her continuation into 
university studies, though merely a means to allow for further opportunities and the acquisition of 
wealth, synonymous with the perpetual demand and gratification of desires - characterised by 
Bauman as one the conditions of Liquid Modernity.  
In regards to the section concerning Bauman’s theory, Maria and Josefine may also be ven-
turing in direction in their life worlds, as it seems to be able to create more opportunities for 
them. Maria utters that she wishes to “get it over with as soon as possible and then move on,” 
which supports the notion of her not necessarily seeing her study as an opportunity to acquire a 
better understanding of the world that surrounds her, but more as a shortcut to “a better life”. 
Relating as last-mentioned to Ziehe’s theory of motivationsförskjutning, Maria does not seem con-
vinced that she knows exactly what she is doing and what she truly desires. She wants to attend 
university mostly to secure her possibility of finding a well-paid job afterwards, but it seems that 
she is focussing more on her horrors than her desires in this decision - she fears not being able to 
find a well-paid job that she genuinely likes to such an extent, that it overshadows her true wishes. 
Maria is so set on university and “getting it over with” that she might have lost the feeling of self, 
and this, according to Ziehe, does not lead to happiness and might result in a motivational crisis.  
 
In opposition to the idea of the other two interviewees, Christine seems to somewhat disprove 
one of the claims that Bauman presents in his theory of Liquid Modernity. It becomes evident 
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early on in the interview, that her sole interest rests on a foundation of music, and that this is 
what she wants to build her future upon. In this regard she seems different from the two others 
and more set on using the university as a means of acquiring more knowledge in her field of inter-
est. This somewhat disapproves with what Bauman claims to be a tendency in Liquid Modernity; 
the use of education as a key to ‘open more doors,’ than a thorough knowledge acquisition proc-
ess. 
 
Even though Christine seems to know what she wants, she is still expressing a feeling of anxiety 
about the upcoming graduation and expresses a fear of ‘falling into a hole’. Her notion of “falde i 
et hul” (falling in a hole, OT) is a prime example of what Bauman refers to as Unsicherheit, and 
Bauman argues that this is one of the consequences of the increasing individualisation, which de-
fines the Liquid Modernity. The fact that Christine feels like she has a responsibility to create or 
“do something” as she utters it, stems, in Bauman’s view, from the notion of her feeling that she 
has to create value for herself. There is no time to lose, no time to “do nothing”, so if possible, 
Christine would rather have a series of options immediately accessible than “being able to do any-
thing she wants,” as being able to do so holds a considerable responsibility. Similar to Christine, 
Maria also harbours a sense of anxiety. For her however, it is not anxiety of what is going to hap-
pen after graduation, but fear of not being able to get a job that satisfies her personal needs. Ziehe 
would regard this event as a consequence of post modernity, more specifically motivations-
förskjutning, where subjectivism is sought in the wake of securing a financially sound foundation 
rather than acquiring a ‘sense of self’ through realising her dreams and goals. The question, as 
mentioned in Ziehe’s theoretical section, that Maria is faced with is: “should I demand this of my-
self?”, in which she appears not obliged to conform to the requirements stipulated by the desired 
institution. This could potentially be detrimental to her motivations further on in her educational 
life.  
 
Reflecting critically upon this project and the decisions we have made, it becomes evident that our 
choice to focus on the third year gymnasium students applying for university, is a somewhat pecu-
liar choice. As mentioned in the Entering the Field chapter, we were quite surprised to realise that 
so few are actually enrolling at a university directly after graduation. In some ways it can be ar-
gued, that we should not have been as surprised as none of the members in the group came di-
rectly from upper secondary school when enrolling at Roskilde University, and still we expected a 
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larger part of the third year students to do this. What we have come to discover is that Christine, 
Josefine and Maria are not examples of ‘ordinary’ third year gymnasium students, but can be seen 
as exceptions and perhaps a minority within the Danish youth.   
 
According to Thomas Ziehe, the youth today have a need for comparing themselves with their 
peers - even though post modernity has created new opportunities for the individual to stand out 
and be quite ‘unique’, it has also in some ways made it harder for young people to ‘find them-
selves’, as their biography has not been written in advance. Though one could argue that Josefine, 
for instance, is ‘just’ doing what is expected of her, and possibly also Christine as her parents have 
always told her that she could do anything, it could appear as though they have had quite high 
expectations and hopes in regards to her capability -  we cannot confirm nor deny Thomas Ziehe’s 
claim regarding the need to compare oneself but can however only report that it was not a signifi-
cant trade in either of the interviews. The fact that this trait was not an essential part of the inter-
views, has made it difficult for us to truly utilise George Herbert Mead's theory of the ‘I’ and the 
‘me’. As we have chosen to conduct three interviews, we are obviously not qualified to create any 
general assumptions regarding third year gymnasium students.  
 We do, however, believe that our results are interesting and can help shed light on some of 
the opportunities, as well as consequences, generated in this postmodern world - at least for 
Josefine, Christine and Maria. However, we have also realised that it perhaps would have been 
even more interesting to investigate the choice that the majority of third year students seem to 
make, at least at Roskilde Gymnasium, namely to take a sabbatical year. It could have been quite 
intriguing to investigate why they make this choice and what they hope the outcome will be. 
While critically evaluating this project, we also have to ask ourselves whether our choice to con-
duct qualitative research, in the form of three semi-structured life world  interviews, has provided 
us with data that can only be used to understand the life worlds of the three interviewees, 
through their eyes. The aim of this project was, as mentioned, not to generalise the Danish youth, 
but to investigate and obtain a better understanding of some of the motivational factors that can 
influence a student's choice to enroll at university. We are confident that even though we chose 
‘only’ to investigate three students, the results we have constructed are usable in the sense that 
they can serve as a fragment in the bigger picture of being young in a postmodern world. 
Writing extensive projects is a major part of the learning process at Roskilde University. 
Even though we have ended up questioning our own topic, we are actually quite excited as this 
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reflection serves as an example of how we have learned to evaluate our own work in a critical 
way. 
 
As a group we share the perception that a university education is an important and beneficial tool 
in today’s postmodern world, which, for all of us, was a crucial factor when enrolling at Roskilde 
University. We believe that a university education can give a rise to many opportunities and there-
fore consider it an advantage for our future careers. Notwithstanding, we do not find university to 
be the only right choice, and we would like to emphasise that, in our opinion, people should not 
enroll in a higher education as an act of fear for the future, but rather, and hopefully, out of per-
sonal desire. We are aware of the increasing amount of educational demands stated by society, 
but we do however still share the opinion and hope, that one should seek to follow one’s dreams, 
while still thinking ahead.  
We find motivation to be a crucial factor for choosing to enroll at university, and we be-
lieve it to be a necessity in order to be able to witness fruition. Motivational factors can derive 
from almost anywhere and it is our belief, that, more or less, all experiences and influences will 
help shape your identity and life world. In our opinion, motivation is a driving force and is, in many 
cases, the reason why people choose to pursue a desired  goal.  
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Conclusion 
On the basis of our problem formulation we have sought to investigate which motivational factors 
come into play when third year gymnasium students wish to enroll at university directly after 
gymnasium, as well as explore how close family and friends can affect that decision.  
After examining the constructed data, it has become evident that the interviewees display 
curious traits of both demand and desire. Their individual reasons to apply for university seems to 
be rather hasty in some ways, as it does not appear as though they are attending university to en-
ter the gateway of academia, but far more as a way to fulfil their future dreams and goals. Chris-
tine does have a wish to acquire new knowledge about music, but it all incurs music and the hope 
of working with music, not entering the university sphere itself. Josefine feels as though entering 
university is expected of her, and that it will provide her with the opportunity to work abroad one 
day, and Maria’s main reason for choosing university is fear of ending up in a job she dislikes. On 
the basis of this observation we can conclude that the main motivational factor in the interview-
ees’ decision process has been their life after university and their hopes and dreams in regards to 
their future job. This circumstance seems to be closely linked to post modernity, as Christine, 
Josefine and Maria are already, at this early point in their life, trying to figure out ‘who’ they want 
to be in the future, and what they would like to do - or rather not do.  
 
The theories for this discussion were chosen in order to try and make sense of their life worlds and 
to categorise the reasoning behind the interviewees’ choices. Bauman’s theory of Liquid Moder-
nity was intended to serve as one of the tools to investigate this further. As seen from the discus-
sion, this was most evident in Josefine and Maria’s answers, who both seemed to comply with the 
notion of the Liquid individual’s search for means to apply value to their lives. In the case of Chris-
tine, however, this was not as evident, since she seemed determined as to what she wished to 
involve herself with.   
Ziehe’s theories were then applied to give greater focus on the youth culture in order for 
us to seek and understand how our interviewees make sense of their life worlds in a postmodern 
society. We discovered various patterns in our constructed data, however, not all theories re-
sulted in the same outcome when applying them to our interviewees’ answers. A specific example 
of this is regarding the Prestationsprincipen, where we discover both Josefine and Christine to 
consider a university education to be somewhat expected, whereas Maria rather considers it to be 
a necessity. Maria deviates from the patterns again in regards to Ziehe’s motivationsförskjutning 
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as she seems to act out of fear rather than following her true desire of becoming a veterinary 
nurse. All in all, the application of Ziehe’s theories helped us reach a broader understanding of our 
interviewees and their motivations for their educational choices.        
In regards to motivational research, we have examined if and how contextual influences 
have affected the three interviewees. While discussing the three interviews, we identified several 
situations where both family and friends have served as a contextual influence, this corresponds 
well to the statements in ‘Teaching and Researching Motivation’ by Zoltán Dörnyei and Ema Ush-
ioda.    
 
The project has shed light on a number of the motivational factors that has influenced three young 
gymnasium students to apply for university directly after graduation. The way we wish for people 
to read this project, is to obtain knowledge about these three girls and their life worlds. The pro-
ject can serves as a tool to illustrate what one can expect, to some degree, from young people 
making decisions in post modernity, and to obtain a better understanding of some of the excep-
tions among the Danish youth, as well as serve as a starting point for further research within this 
field. 
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Group dynamics 
When having finalised the formation of the group, the first meeting began by discussing the for-
malities and structure that we wished to follow throughout the entire project process. We agreed 
to meet two days per week, including one meeting with our supervisor each Monday, and every-
body would be assigned homework after each meeting, which we would then discuss at the suc-
cedent gathering.  
Despite our agreement of having well-structured group meetings, we initially experienced 
difficulties to follow the agenda as we spent too much unnecessary time on non-academic small-
talk. In hindsight, a solution to this issue could have been to utilise a “meeting-organizer”, that is, a 
person responsible for creating an agenda and ensuring fulfilment of the various tasks. We real-
ised that we of course could not continue in that manner, as we would then be short of time, and 
we started eliminating the nonessentials related to the project. Thusly, we began to dedicate more 
time and effort to the project, and as we were progressing with our research, we found it easier to 
concentrate solely on reading, writing and discussing during the meetings.  
 
Reflecting upon our group dynamic and the responsibility taken by each group member, we realise 
that some group members have been more passive than others - this has, in some cases, gener-
ated disappointment and annoyance, as some felt compelled to escalate and take a greater re-
sponsibility than normally should be required from one individual. This issue should have been 
common responsibility, but we failed at addressing the problem in time to resolve the situation. 
 All in all, we have learned a valuable lesson from this, and we plan to utilise it in our future pro-
jects and hope to benefit from the experience.   
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Danish Summary - Resumé af projektet  
Dette projekt omhandler, hvilke motivationsfaktorer, der har haft indflydelse på tre 19-årige dan-
ske 3. års studerende, fra Roskilde Gymnasium, i deres beslutning om at påbegynde en universi-
tetsuddannelse efter afsluttet eksamen medio 2014. Opgaven tager udgangspunkt i interviews 
med tre kvindelige studerende, hvor vi har forsøgt at opnå forståelse for hvordan de, som indivi-
der, opfatter deres egen livsverden, samt et indblik i deres refleksioner vedrørende deres valg om 
at søge optagelse på universitetet.   
 
Med hjælp fra Steinar Kvale og Svend Brinkmanns bog ‘InterViews’, samt fire af de syv stadier 
nævnt i bogen, har vi søgt at skabe en gennemarbejdet og struktureret  interview-drejebog, som 
har fungeret som grundlag for de udførte interviews - hvorefter vi har analyseret de konstruerede 
data for at opnå en bedre forståelse af den enkelte interviewperson. På baggrund af disse analyser 
har vi indgået i en diskussion, hvor resultaterne er blevet  gransket nøje, både i henhold til vore 
valgte teorier samt ud fra et selvkritisk perspektiv. 
Konsekvenserne af den postmoderne verden, vi lever i, genererer mange nye muligheder 
for blandt andet ungdommen i det vestlige samfund, da éns biografi synes at være vidt åben og 
ikke forudbestemt af éns ophav. Ifølge professor Zygmunt Bauman samt professor Thomas Ziehe 
har det postmoderne samfund på sin vis skabt en iboende identitetskrise, i kraft af, at man som 
person har et øget ansvar for sin egen identitetsskabelse. Det er ikke nødvendigvis traditioner, der 
længere dikterer, hvilken vej i livet unge mennesker vælger - dette gør det muligt for dem at base-
re deres uddannelsesønsker på personlige interesser og drømme.  
 
Som en del af konklusionen på ovennævnte diskussion, har vi erfaret, at de tre interviewpersoners 
ønske om at fuldføre en akademisk uddannelse ikke er baseret på et grundlæggende ønske om at 
opnå færdigheder indenfor den akademiske verden, men hovedsageligt funderet i deres forhåb-
ninger for hvad den ønskede uddannelse kan tilføre deres liv efter endt uddannelse.  
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